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THE AMAZING LITTLE MIXER

fr-?outeTi' 101)0-r to _r_ADET?,

OR ANY INPUT TO YOUR MONITORS!
The new ALM-12d console from Auditronics
combines the benefits of a router and a
console-all into one
cost effective package.
It's got everything you
need: twelve faders plus
two caller faders, four
mic pre -amps and of
course control room and
studio monitoring, built-in
cue and headphone am-
plifiers, and a concealed
headphone jack.

It's got the high end
features too, like bright
LED dot matrix source
displays above faders
and monitor pots, and 24
bit A>D and D>A ins and outs. Its AES digital
inputs have sample rate convertors so it works

tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-635-4857/sales@wheatstone.com
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA. 28562

Digital so easy you don't install it-you CONNECT it!

with virtually any digital source gear you have.
It can run your source machines too-up to eight
of them-all opto-isolated. It even has DSP

digital metering that si-
multaneously displays
VU columns and peak
hold full scale digital so
you can be assured of
pristine performance. It
has powerful caller tools
that generate MXMs
automatically, and you
can program any of its
four MXMs to be pre or
post fader.

And because it's
AUDITRONICS. it's built
tough as steel, and will
be easy to maintain.

DIGITAL CAN BE EASY -JUST CALL
A UDITRONICS!

OUD1TRON ICS
copyright © 2002 by Wheatstone Corporation

vvvvw.auclitronics.com



Unleash The Power
Of Extreme

Digital
Excitement

e treme
from HARRIS

You have the power to break into the digital

age at light speed. All it takes is the strength

of the Harris Digital Broadcast System. It's a

complete solution of products, performance levels

and service options From DAB transmitters and

exciters to consoles and

system integration that

brings everything together.

Products that offer the

perfect balance of

performance advantages,

ease -of -use, reliability and

cost-effective migration

pathsAlwiththe

expertise and extreme

service programs

of the digital

broadcas:ing leader.

Take your station to the

dgital edge of excitement

with the full spectrum of

Harris DAB solutions.

Just contact us at

www.brcadcast.harris.com

to learn how Harris can

go to extremes for

your bus ness.

Functionalty based on unrivaled

real -world 1130C experience

Investment security with fielc-

proven digital technology

next /evo/ solutions

SERVICE

SYSTFMS

AUTOMATION

TRANSMISSION
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Currents Online
Highlights of news items from beradio.com from the past month

Ibinuity Rebrands IBOC; Now Called HD Radio
The effort is to recognizably brand the DAB technology.

TFT Granted Certification for EAS Decoder
The first of its kind is for LPFM, LPTV and cable operators.

Shively and Entercom Test IBOC Combining Method
Entercom,Shively and Broadcast Electronics work together.

Site Features
Studio Spotlight

Rebuilding Radio Afghanistan,and a new home for WSUM.

Step Into the Demo Room

FO Radio.
Pure Digital. Clear Radio.

View product demonstrations online in the Radio Demo Room.

EAS Requirements
Got You Tied Up?

The Secure Network Interface from
Dawning Technologies provides a
straightforward and cost-effective
solution enabling broadcast
engineers to effortlessly mon-
itor, and download Emergency
Alert System activity logs, even
from remote sites, right from their
desktop. Once connected to your network the
SNI has its own IP address allowing access via a standard web
browser. Viewing the SNI is like viewing the device connected to it.

Key Attributes
 Programmable connections provide flexibility and unlimited

uses.

 Small footprint -about the size of an external modem.
 Easy to use -saves time and money.

To learn more visit us at
http://www.dawning.com/products/radioapp.html

or email sales@dawning.com  1-800-332-0499
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The New
TM

MASTER r I

CONTROL
XV

Three more reasons to
make the switch!

Internet Voice Tracking
Use top talent from across
town or around the world.

al

 INg11111111*4111P.101°,40
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e-rear
24 Hour Support
The average RCS support call is
answered by a real human being in 12.5
seconds.* If you have a quest on, we've
got the answer no matter what time.

*From internal document (7/1/2001- 6/30/2002)
based on more than 27.000 calls.

Living Log
No more copying log out and
into the studio. All schedule
changes are immediate.

am um aim
amain a EP 1.11:711117anaC

See the difference, hear the difference, get the best!

AON=11/ Master Control is Selector, smart. Call, click or email now:
914-428-4600

info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.com/howitworks

For live -assist, automation, satellite,
Sound Software Internet and remote broadcasting.



Viewpoint

Completed cycle

wse y're only on page 8 of this issue,
you may; of have noticed the change yet.
1 will ad at the final step was subtle. It
has bee en months since we launched
the redesign of this magazine, and in that
time you have told us that you like the new
look. After several years with the same
layout and design, we felt it was time for a
fresh look to bring you the great informa-
tion you look forward to every month. We
kicked the redesign off at the spring NAB
convention, and now that the fall NAB
Radio Show is here, we have completed
our transition.

To give you the complete story I
will start from an earlier point in this
magazine's history. In 1959,a publi-
cation called Broadcast Engineer-
ing was introduced to cover the
technology behind radio and televi-
sion. As these two sectors of broad-
casting evolved, their common roots
grew more disparate. In 1993 it was
clear that one publication could not
serve both sides of the industry to
their fullest. In 1994, the radio content
of Broadcast Engineering was taken
out of that magazine and put into a
new publication called BE Radio,

while Broadcast Engineering continued to
focus on television. The two magazines
have stayed theircourses, and todayBroad-
cast Engineering even has two editions:
the North American edition and the World
edition.

Because of this magazine's history I often
tell people that we're a nine -year -old pub-
lication in a 44 -year -old body. While our
individual identity may be more recent, we
have the longest continuous history of any
radio technology publication.

Going back to what I said at the beginning,
I'm sure you're wondering what there was
to complete. After nearly nine years of
being called BE Radio,this publication has
changed its name. What you are reading
now is calledRadio magazine. Don't panic;
I said that this final step was subtle. We still

Send comments to:

cover the broadcast engineering and technology side of
the radio industry,but now our name says what we are and
what we do. We're not abandoning our heritage. Far from
it. We embrace it every day. The new name just eliminates
some confusion about the BE initials.

We chose the NAB Radio Show to complete the cycle to
give you a chance to see the new layout and become
comfortable with the new presentation. In March I said that
the content hadn't changed, only the surroundings. Now
you know that this is true. We decided to hold off on the
name change until you had a chance to see what we were
doing. Now that it is complete, I think you will see that we
delivered on our promise to provide the best timely and
useful radio technology information that you need.

While our name has changed, the URL for our website
hasn't. We're continuing the legacy that the website ad-
dress carries. Our online component,www.beradio.com,
is still the radio technology website where you will contin-
ue to find a wealth of news, information and exclusive
stories. If you haven't bookmarked it already, log on to
www.beradio.com and bookmark it now.

Radio today uses technology from many allied fields
including pro audio, computers, telecommunications,
satellite and electronics. Many companies that cater
directly to these outside market sectors are not familiar
with the history of this publication. We have also learned
that some of our readers do not accurately remember the
history and the significance of the leading initials. Others
who are completely outside the technology arena thought
the initials were a verb,and they considered our name to
be rather esoteric with a touch of Zen: Live radio; Know
radio; Be radio.

Well, we are radio; Radio magazine.

Chriss Scherer, editor
cscherero primediabusiness.com

E-mail: beradio@primediabusiness.corn
Fax: 913-967-1905
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All the world's your studio!
Good Day USA's Doug Stephan broadcasts from anywhere - with Comrex.

"I've owned most of tha

Comrex products on this shirt,

including the Matrix, which

I use to broadcast from my

favorite studio - my farm."

Doug Stephan,
Host, Good Day USA.

From London to LA, from Moscow to his Massachusetts farm,

talk show host Doug Stephan never goes anywhere without

his Comrex °dec. "Since mj first STLX in 1986, I've relied on

Comrex equipment to deliver high-cuality broadcasts from my local

studios and remote sites wcrldwidE."

A constant traveler, Coug and his morning show co -hosts

are rarely in the same statE, let alone the same studio. Using

Comrex equipment they can broadcast from any spot on

the planet and sound like they're al sitting together. With

ComrEx in your lineup, broathast from anywhere and

scund great evervwhere.You can bet the farm on it.

Let Comrex help you broadcas

And we'll give you the shirt off our back.

Mail us the warranty card front the purchase of your

next Blue Box, Matrix, Vector )r Nexus. We'll send

you a handsome Comrex shirt ike the one Doug is wearing
(retail value S65) FREE. Plus, we'll extend your warranty

to two years. Act now. No mater where you are.

For a dealer call 800-237-1776 or visit www.cootrex.com

BLUEBOX

MATR X

VECTC R

NEXUS

01/111k_A _ampilew 19 Pine Road, Devens, MA i)14 USA Visit Us at NAB Radio Show
Tel: 978-784-1776  Fax: 978-784-1717 Email: mfo@comrex.com Booth #526.



Managing Technology

Archiving and storage
By Scott Hanky

4 Or
hen you've worked in radio for a while,
cleaning the basement can be a different

iltin of chore.,
Fo e,it has meant sorting through box-

es and milk crates full of more than 20 years
of reel-to-reel tapes of all sizes and formats,
cassettes, carts, LPs, 45s, more than a few
DATs and even a minidisc or two. Some-
where in there is precious stuff.

Much of what we do in radio is ephem-
eral-the traffic report, weather and other
things that can be important at the moment.
But why worry about keeping it forever?

A GM friend at a commercial

 EMTEC
STUDIO MASTER

468

rf EATTEc

".47
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station with a long legacy
said that when you have

station history that
goes back 50 years
or more, nobody
really knows what
they have. Many
stations didn't
save a lot of stuff.
Still, some of
these treasures
have been
found, and
specials,
soundbites

Many stations have extensive
archives on analog media that could® be transferred to linear digital formats.

and retail products have surfaced as sta-
tions and networks celebrate their history
and bask in the glow of nostalgia.

Sentiment aside,radio's intellectual prop-
erty could be financially valuable in the
future-let alone historically important. I
would never want to repeat one of the
greatest failures to keep tape I could imag-
ine-the loss of nearly all of the tapes of The
Tonight Show with Johnny Carson from
1962 to 1972. In the midst of some clearly

forgettable sketches and interviews were some wonderful
gems. Radio has also lost its share of gems.

Quality, quantity and recovery
On a day-to-day basis, the new world of radio is digital

storage-on hard drive -based systems, mirrored for redun-
dancy or routinely backed up.

Dolby AC2, MP3 and MP2 coding formats are data -
reduced, taking out parts of the audio that can never be
recovered. If you are going to use the audio more than
once, better to have it sound as perfect as possible. With
faster processors and cheaper storage via hard drives, the
consensus opinion is to go linear if you can, if possible with
24 -bits and 96kHz sampling. If you can't afford to go linear
yet, keep the audio as high quality as you can.

The regularity of stations performing backups ranges
from daily to weekly to whenever they please. I spoke with
one individual who suggested that general managers
stress the importance of backing up the digital treasure by
having the operations staff exchange the backup tapes
with bookkeeping to receive their paychecks.

Editing, editing, editing
vs.u uddrivestoragegetscheaperandcheaper,thebitsget

cheaper to store, but managing the content can get more
complicated. Every day, stations, dusters, groups and net-
works are making decisions on their digital content manage
ment. How much hard drive space your producers, techs
or hosts have to use has a direct relationship to with how
much of your content they will keep on your system.

If they are squeezed for space, you may hearabout it from
what you don't hear, like an award -worthy commercial
done for a hard -to -please client that got deleted because
there just wasn't room anymore.

You will always seem to need more space,but sometimes
it's because less -valuable content, work parts, duplicate
files and plain junk are taking up space. File maintenance
is an important bit of housecleaning to keep the system
running well, but it's also important for the staff to remem-
ber what it was that they put there in the first place.

Eventually,you will need more digital storage space. The
key is to make sure you and your staff know what is in the
system that might be so valuable it shouldn't be erased.

Keeping the old stuff
Religious broadcasters, public radio outlets and some

news/talk stations seem more interested in keeping and
reusing archival content. Among the networks, news and
talk archives seem to be of increasing interest.

The broadcast rules in Canada require compliance
logging, mandating stations to keep 30 days of program-
ming.There are computerized loggers that accept multiple

10 September 2002 www.beradio.com



AEO

AE
phone: 954 581 7999
fez: 954 581 7733

WWW broadosetcoirrseleseseqbroadcastcom

 Connects simultaneously with the ISDN
and Pots lines.

 Four input mixer

 Wori ISD

le, $2,795
Dual Channel ISDN Aucio,Codec

 Unique multiplexing capabilities.

 Connects well with other manufacturer's codecs

 Handles incoming analog cals with frequency extension

171000

For more detailec information visit us at

- ONE OP THE MOST POPULAQ
CONSOLES eveew

ONLY

$4,695
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730
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Mannino Technology

feeds. Stations that want to keep the audio
longer can transfer the files to some other
media type or increase their capacity. The
same technology can be used to digitize
analog content for the future.

Some networks are interested in archiving
for host and actuality content for several
years. This adds to the storage capacity
requirements. Other legacy issues are a
problem, not just for old audio formats, but

for data backup systems.

Computer -based logging systems ease the
chores of storing, cataloging and retrieving
audio files.

Some tape formats for tape
backup systems are getting
hard to support.

It is best to get everything
of value on to some digital
format, such as CD -R, at the

highest digital resolution
possible. While no format
can be guaranteed to be
timeless, making a periodic
digital copy every couple
of yearswill buy some time.

Using what you keep
For use on the air and the Web, there are

commercial and non-commercial stations
and networks that want to keep every word

and program uttered. Keeping years worth of program-
ming is more than a storage issue-it's a major challenge
for finding and reusing the content.

When we turn audio into digital files,we can give it a user-
friendly name so we can associate a database file to it. We
can put it into categories. For pre -produced content,setting
protocols and applying labels may work well but I have a
feeling we're going to miss much of the value of our stored
sounds with the need for so much manual intervention.

If we could search audio content the way we search text,
the ability to find value in our stored archives could
improve dramatically.

Speech recognition and speech -to -text solutions being
developed for court reporting and captioning may hold ar.
important solution. For example, Fast -Talk Communica-
tions is developing a high-speed audio search engine that
has garnered the interest of security analysts and tele
phone and Internet customer service operations. If that
kind of technology can be developed for use by broadcast-
ers, it could turn radio into a searchable treasure trove.

Whatever you store, you must back up. Whatever hard-
ware and software you purchase, it must be replaced. Hard
drive space may be cheap, but you will always long for
more.

Now,back to the basement. If I can get my hands on a DBX
II decoder,' think I have a really valuable tape down there!

Hanley is director and general manager of WDUQ Pittsburgh.

Thanks to Dave Scott of Scott Studios, lay Hyrich of OMT
Technologies/iMediaTouch and Don Backus of Enco Systems
for their help in providing information in preparing this column

n ro ucing "Sound Cho
Furniture.- new from Ma
Systems. Inc. the manufacturer
The Best in Sound Furniture. Sou
Choice Furniture is high quali

Stock studio furniture. featuring th
same high quality construction
methods and materials found in

Mager Systems. Inc. custom
furniture. All "Sound Choice
Furniture includes solid surf
countertops. The standard color Is
stormy gray for the solid surface top
and a medium speckled gray on the
cabinets (see photos). Call today to
see how Sound Choice Furniture will
benefit your studio.

SOU
High qualit

adlo
BE Radio Magazine

'As shown.
excluding Console &

Guest Top

ICE FURNITURE
furniture from the manufacturers of

ustom Studio Furniture

MAGER TEL: 623-780-0045 -9860

SYSTEMS, www.magersystems.com  mager ersystems.com
Visit our website for more information

=,awP-

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine

Standard Features:
- Solid Surface Tops
- 1-1/2" thick 19 -ply plywood
cabinet construction
13 -ply Finland Birch access
panels
No Particle Board or
melamine
10 -year Limited Warranty
Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly
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Introducingcool edit pre)
2_0

coca edit I pro
version

The complete multitrack
recording studio for your PC nrsfficsnra-,

 128 stereo tracks

 Powerful integrated wave editor with
mastering, analysis, and restoration tools

 Mere than 45 DSP effects and tools

 32 -bit processing

 24-bit/192kHz and higher sampling rates

 Real-time effects and EQ in multitrack

 DrectX plug-in support

 Scripting and batch processing

 MIDI and video playback support

 Loop -based song creation, including
session tempo and key matching

 Access to thousands of free loops and
beds from Loopology.com

loopology

At only $249, there's a miracle waiting to happen inside every PC.
More powerful than ever, Cool Edit Pro version 2 is packed with the latest and greatest features that the digital audio industry has to

offer, yet it retains the ease of use that has won the favor of a growing community of users worldw de. With enough professional effects

and tools to fill a room full of effects racks, Cool Edit Pro has all you'll ever need for recording, editing, and mixing up to 128 high -quality

stereo tracks with just about any sound card. Sure, you could pay more for a recording studio, but why on Earth would you ever want to?

Download your copy today from www.cooledit.com. Syntrillium
P.O. Box 62255 Phoenix, AZ 85082 USA 1.888.941.7100 tel: .1.480.941.4327 fax 1.480.941.8170 saies@syntrillium.com

toll free ales USA arslCansra
www.syntrithum.com



RF Engineering

Diplexing AM transmitters
By John Battison, P.E., technical editor, RF

Ft Upper

ATU

F2 Lower

F2 A
Ft R

Static
Drain

hroughout the years that radio broadcast
ing has existed there has not been a strong
need to operate more than one AM trans-
mitter into a single antenna. However,
during the past several years vertical real
estate has become increasingly valuable
due to economic factors affecting large
tracts of open land. The frantic efforts of the
anti -tower consortium to stop the erection
of as many towers as possible, together
with FAA restrictions, have also added to

the value of existing
transmitting anten-
nas and their sites.
Consequently, the
idea of feeding two
or more transmitters
into a single tower is
becoming increas-
ingly attractive and
more stations are
finding it necessary
to diplex to stay via-
ble, or even find a
suitable site.

The roadblocks

ATLI

Figure 1. Block diagram of a common, diplexed
non -directional installation.

permittees have to find a willing competitor who will rent
radiating space on an existing tower.

Diplexing FM transmitters, or even triplexing is not unusu-
al today. The same precautions have to be taken as for
diplexing AM transmitters but to a greater extent.The major
differences are that while almost any radiator will perform
for AM, sometimes with minor modifications, FM antennas
have to be specially broadbanded to cover all the desired
transmitter frequencies. FM costs are usually higher unless
the originally installed antenna was designed for this
purpose. Another major consideration is that a distance of
as little as one foot can be critical in FM, and usually is far
less critical in AM operations.

For AM non -directional operations, radiating two fre-
quencies from a single antenna is easy to do.ln the case of
directional antenna systems dual frequency operation is
possible, just more complex.

WI..,. to begin
First confirm that the desired pattern for the new transmit-

ter can be obtained using the existing towers, orientation
and layout. The next step is similar to that for a single
antenna but considerably more complex. After the direc-
tional array is designed it becomes a matter of designing
isolating filters that provide clean signal passage to the
desired signals, and effective acceptance networks to

bypass the undesired signals to ground.
Sometimes antenna efficiency affects

diplexing. If the existing station operates
on a higher frequency than the new one,
the existing antenna may not provide
the required radiation efficiency on the
lower frequency. This was a problem
about 40 years ago when CBS allowed
WNBC (now WFAN) on the new WCBS
tower. The site is on High Island and
surrounded by seawater, which gives
excellent ground conductivity and cov-
erage of New York City.

WCBS operates on 880kHz and WFAN
is on 660kHz. Both are rated at SOkW. The shorter WCBS
antenna did not provide the required FCC radiation effi-
ciency on 660kHz. It took considerable work to bring the
lower frequency efficiency up to the required level. In some
cases, folded unipole techniques or some form of top
loading may be required to increase the electrical length
of the antenna for the lower frequency station, while not
greatly increasing the radiation efficiency on the higher
frequency unless such increased radiation can be ap-
proved with a new CP. Consider all the critical electrical
length factors that are involved in constructing an antenna
designed for multifrequency operation.The possibility of

Figure 2. A modified diplexer. The added networks and antenna matcher
overcome undesired electrical characteristics.

put in the way of new tower construction
seem to be increasing exponentially. Busi-
nesses that fall under the heading of public
utilities can usually force acceptance of a
new tower in places where they are banned.
Unfortunately, despite the FCC's publicized
"law" that is supposed to supersede local
zoning regulations, the Commission has
given little assistance to broadcasters com-
ing up against zoning roadblocks. New

14 September 2002 www.beradio.com



"" SYSTEMS INNOVATIONS

Prophet Systems has the solutions
to all your broadcast needs!

Now, more than ever, you need to maximize your time, energy and

money. You know our reputation for quality and reliability, and now

you can own a Prophet, even if you're not in the market for a new

automation system! Introducing our new standalone products:

Remote Buddy
Revolutionize remotes and generate non-traditional revenues with our portable, standalone system.
It's like having your studio hard drive in a suitcase! We can enhance your next remote or special
event with sound effects, theming, lighting control, video signage... anything you need.

 Show video productions on your monster truck or van during your next parade or remote

 Develop non-traditional revenue streams with a traveling dance machine

 Brand your station and increase your listening audience

 Searchlights, spotlights and dancing logos are now within your reach

MusicGEN
Announcing a revolutionary breakthrough in music scheduling with MusicGEN. Now you can own or
lease your music scheduler. One station, one lease rate, one purchase rate, regardless of market size.
We're so sure you'll like MusicGEN, we'll let you test the software for 60 days. At the end of 60 days,
you can lease MusicGEN for $150 a month, or you can buy the software for $3500, the choice is yours.
This is an introductory rate, so act now.

Visit Us at
NAB Radio Show

Booth #206

Complete Broadcast Solutions
NexGen Digital is designed to meet the complex needs of today's broadcasters through high levels of
system redundancy and connectivity, as well as database fault tolerance capabilities. The system is
engineered to anticipate future growth. And, our entry level product,
NexGen Digital NS starting at $9,999, allows you to select only
the features that meet your particular needs and budget size.

We are now offering financing options!
PROPHET SYSTEMS

877/774-1010
www.prophetsys.com

THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL TECHN.,



"5100" Series

LX -6105

The LX -"5100" Series can read
Time Code (ESE, SMPTE/EBU
& ASCII), as well as operate as
Stand -Alone or Impulse Clocks.
These clocks are loaded with
many features, here's just a few

FEATURES:

 Self -setting time code
readers

 5", 12" & 16" models
 Sweep & Step second

hand modes
 Lighted Dial and Rack

Mount options
 Time Zone Offset
 3 Year Warranty

www.ese-web.com

310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127
142 SIERRA ST , EL SEGUNDO. CA 90245 USA
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RF En I ineerin

significant sum or difference frequen-
cies being produced must be borne in
mind in the planning stages.

Figure 1 diagrams diplexed nondirec-
tional operation. The antenna circuit for
each transmitter is sim ilar. Between each
ATU and the antenna is an accept/reject
filter and an acceptance filter to bypass
to ground the other transmitter's signal.
This is the bare bones circuit and would
probably work well but it does not pro-
vide the desired attenuation of the other
station's signal. Audio quality may suffer
from the effects of Hi Q circuits and
bandwidth restrictions. A few modifica-
tions to the basic circuit will provide the
best operating conditions. Sometimes it
is possible to incorporate components
of an ATU into various filters. However,
this is not a good idea because it can
make future adjustments difficult and
can result in performance restrictions.

Figure 2 shows a diplex system mod-
ified to avoid problems of bandwidth
restriction, impedance matching and ex-
cessive Q conditions. The higher -fre-
quency side will be similar except that
the frequencies of the accept/reject fil-
ters will be reversed.

The design of the main filter is impor-
tant, but will be saved fora later column.
The bandwidth of high and low fre-
quencies will be affected by the design
of this filter. Sometimes auxiliary filters
are used and their presence affects the
final main filter design.

Component stress has to be taken into
account, especially 100 percent modula-
tion current. Unsuspected high circulat-
ing currents can develop as well as un-
expected high RF voltages.

Sometimes an antenna resonator is
required when using an auxiliary trap.
This resonator is actually a reactive de-
vice that may be positive or negative,
depending on the impedance at the
input to the main filter.

About 60dB attenuation between the
transmitters is adequate.The amount of
attenuation generally determines wheth-
er an auxiliary filter is required. If it's less
than 60dB the auxiliary filter will be need-
ed. Anything less than 15 percent fre-
quency separation will require an auxil-
iary filter. With more than 25 percent
frequency separation an auxiliary filter
will not be required.
E-mail Battison at bat( omr(Phrieht net.

CONN In December
The Radio magazine Buyers Guide
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INIt the migration to digital is in your future, 'hen this

is the route io take. Introducing the large size, big

performance analog roubr that also speaks fluent digital. A true

hybrid that allows you to scale the number of analog and digital

ports as needed, now and in the future. Best of all, the SAS64000

Audio Routing System creates a path to AES/EBU digital audio

without creating analog obsolescence.

This means you can mix your analog and digital

I/O in the same router frame. Go direct analog to

analog, or digital to dig tal. Mix it up with analog and/or
digital input

automatic 24 -bit conversion analog to

digital and vice versa.

Either way, this

unique architecture

sports uninterrupted

signal integrity and

non -blocking

flexibility.

 256 x 256 Large

 Mono,Stereo with
stereo linloni

 Wide variety of
control panels

118 JB analog
dynamic rare

 Distributed multi-
processor architecture

********* 1111.
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0
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Digital or analog
inputs and outputs

 PC or automation control

 +28 dBu max. inpit
output levels

 Superb broadcalt-quality
performance

 Automatic 24 -bit analog
to digital conversion

OUTAnd the SAS64000 is wonderfully simple

to integrate, upgrade and put into se vice.

Just plug in our new digital port expander and that's it.

Welcome to digital!-co-existing flawlessly with

analog-and all in the same framework.

Interested? There's lots more ID tell.

Call 818 840 6749; or e-mail

sales@sasaudio.com; or check our

website at sasaudiccom.

If you're moving into c igital,

then the SAS64000 Audio

Routing System is your

conduit to the uture.

analog and/or
digital output

SAS
SIERRA

AUTOMATED
SYSTEMS

sasaudio.com
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Data backup systems
By Kevin McNamara, CNE

ast month we looked at a few methods for
backing up data. This month we will dis-
cuss what types of data backup systems are

available. While it is possible to
data directly to flash -type memory

devices, the more practical and safer
method is to back up to disk -or tape -based
media. Flash memory is a better solution
for the temporary backup and transport of
data between machines, primarily due to
its small memory capacity and high cost
compared to tape or disk -based media.

Tape -based systems
Tape -based backup systems fall into one

of two types of technologies: helical -scan
tape or linear tape. Engineers that

11111.11.., have had some television ex-
perience may recognize
these technologies as those

used fortraditional vid-
eotape record-

. ing and play-
back systems.
You may re-
member seeing
pictures of the
early9-track tape
backupsystems,
used primarily

Digital Linear Tape is a popular and reliable data
storage backup format.

by the govern-
ment and large
corporations.
These 9 -track
systems used
about 2,400 feet

of 1/2 -inch tape on 101/2 -inch reels. Nine -

track backup devices used all nine tracks
to record data in parallel. Eight tracks were
used to store the data bits and the ninth was
used to store parity information that en-
sured data integrity. In the mid -1980s IBM
incorporated this format within a single 1/2 -
inch cassette subsystem for use with its
34XX series of mainframe computers.
Strangely enough these systems are still
in use, but are largely being replaced by
newer tape technologies.

Helical -based tape drives use a mecha-
nism to physically pull the tape away from

its case so that the tape can be placed against a rotating
drum assembly that contains multiple heads. The drum
rotates at speeds as fast as 7,000 RPM. Consumer and
professional VHS video machines also use this technology.
Helical -scan based backup devices can store a much
higher density of data because the data is written diagonal-
ly across the tape and multiple channels of data can be
simultaneously written and read. The reliability of helical -
scan tape devices is questionable, because the tape can
break from the high tension necessary to hold the tape
against the spinning drum, but in practice, these systems
have proven to be reliable.

Linear tape backup devices operate similar to the all-too-
familiaraudiotape formats, such as reel-to-reel and cassette,
in which the magnetic tape media is drawn across one or
more stationary heads. Linear backup devices are consid-
ered more reliable than those of helical -based systems
because the tape is simply passed across the heads without
the need for the complex tensioning mechanisms and the
servo -control systems required to control the speed of the
drum in helical systems. In linear tape backup devices, data
is written from front -to -back in a serpentine method, which
means that data is written on the first track in one direction,
and then moves to the next track in the opposite direction.
This process continues until it reaches the end of the
bottom track. The number of tracks and the amount of data
per tape offered in linear drives varies by manufacturer.

A more current variation uses a technology known as
Digital Linear Tape (DLT). DLT was developed by Digital
Equipment Corporation (DEC) in the early 1990s as a high -
capacity altemative to the IBM 1/2 -inch tape cartridge format.
DLT drives use a four -channel read and write system,where
four channels can read and write data simultaneously.
Quantum, the primary manufacturer of DLT devices, has
introduced Super DLT (SDLT) devices touting increased
data storage density using a combination of magnetic and
optical (laser) technologies within a single system.

Other backup technologies using linear tape include:
LinearTape Open (LTO),a direct competitorwith SDLTthat
integrates a memory system within the tape cartridge, along
with a tracking and identification system and Sony's Ad-
vanced IntelligentTape (AIT) Drive,which uses smart card
technology within the cassette.

Disk -based systems
Forsingle workstation or small network applications where

your backup needs do not include a large amount of storage,
the simplest disk based backup system is still the floppy disk.
However, the low cost of optical CD-ROM writers and disk
media, combined with a relatively large storage capacity,
makes backing up to CD a much more practical solution.

In larger networks, magneto -optical (M/O) or DVD-RW

18 September 2002 www.beradio.com



iMediaLogger
(1- me'de-d-a lifgor) definition: The most complete, affordable, and
easy -to -use automated audio recording solution available.

iMediaLogger frees you from the costly maintenance of conventional and
outdated equipment used for logging, recording, and skimming including
reel to reel, DAT, and VCR recorders with a single computer workstation.

Used in hundreds of stations including all of the top 10 markets, this award -

winning product allows you to:

 simultaneously record up to 16 stereo or mono audio sources
or streams using multiple bandwidth and compression formats

- MP2, MP3, Windows Media Audio, Real Audio, PCM, and ADPCM

 access your recordings anytime, from anywhere using its built in web
browser interface

 schedule time or closure based recordings

 remotely configure and manage your iMediaLogger system

The next time you need to log, skim, or record, save yourself -and your
station- plenty of time, money and headaches. With iMediaLogger, you
will never have to change a tape again.

THE NAB

419010W
Booth #1019

To learn more about iMediaLogger,
visit www.omt.net or call 1-888-665-0501
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Simian - $1499

WaveCart - $299

Skimmer
$299

drives may be used. The M/O drive uses a
hybrid of electromagnetic and optical tech-
nologies. M/O technology uses a laser to
heat specific parts of the disk to around 200
degrees centigrade.The direction of mag-
netic particles can be altered using a mag-
netic field generated by the read and write
head. Because of this multistep process, M/
0 drives tend to be slower than other
backup methods. A newer technology

EMTEC
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Great Software from BSI
BSI created Simian digital automation,
but did you know that we have a whole
family of products for Radio?

WaveCart, Stinger, Speedy, Skimmer and
WebConnect can all work together to
make your station function professionally
and sound amazing. In addition to the
software that we produce, we offer
software and hardware accessories from
our partner companies.
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WebConnect Pro - $299

Stinger - $199
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New!
Call for special
upgrade pricing

Speedy 4.04.0 - $199

All of our programs are
available on our website
for download. So install
our software and try it for
yourself.
Once you've decided that
it's the software for your
station, give us a call or
orderonline.

Thousands of users have discovered how eas and versatile
BSI software really is.

Test and try before you buy.

888-bsiusa1 www.bsiusa.com sales(a bsiusa.com
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Magneto -optical formats work well in
larger data installations.

based on M/O,called Light Intensity Mod-
ulated Direct Overwrite (LIMDOW), uses
magnets that are built into the disk rather
than a separate head.

The durability and relatively long shelf
life of M/O media make it better suited for
archival storage applications.

A lack of unified standards for DVD record
products has been a stumbling block, how-
ever, the DVD manufacturers have an-
nounced an alliance to move ahead with
standards for DVD+RW (DVD rewritable)
and DVD+RW/+R (DVD rewritable + record-
able). While DVD recorders are becoming
widely available for storing and distributing
video and audio information, the lack of
standards has hindered its application as a
viable data storage medium.

Some other optical storage technologies
to look for include the Optical Super Den-
sity (OSD) that provides the benefits of
M/O at speeds of current hard drives. Flu-
orescent Disc Technology promises the
potential of enough capacity to store 20
hours of high definition TV programs.

When selecting a data backup system,
decide what features are necessary for
your application-reliability, speed or ca-
pacity. Other factors to consider are cost,
ease of operation and the ability to grow
into the future. There are several good
alternatives available, but always remem-
ber that the backup system is only useful
if proper backup procedures are adopted
and followed.

McNamara, Radio's consultant on computer
technology, is president of Applied Wireless,
New Market, MD.

All of the Networks articles have been ap-
proved by the SBE Certification Committee as
suitable study material that may assist your
preparation for the SBE Certified Broadcast
Networking Technologist exam. Contact the
SBE at (317) 846-9000 or go to www.sbe.org
for more information on SBE Certification.
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model Do. Bays Max. Input Power Price

111P-1 1 500 W 5250

MP -2 2 800 W 5650

MP -3 3 800 W $950

MP -4 4 800 W 51,250

MP -411 4 2000 W S1,750

WP -5 5 3000 W 52,250

MP -6 6 3000 W 52,700

Model 110. Bays Max. Input Power Price

GP -1 1 1500 W S350

GP -2 2 3000 W 51,350

GP -3 3 4500 W 51,800

GP -4 4 6000 W S2,500

GP -5 5 6000 W S2,900

GP -6 6 8000 W 53,500

vas.

model 110. Bays Max. Input Power Price

SIR -1 1 3000 W 5650

SGP -2 2 6000 W S2,450

SRP-3 3 8000 W S3,500

SGP-4 4 8000 W S4,300

SGP-5 5 8000 W $5,100

SGP-6 6 8000 W S5,900

SGP-6R 6 15000 W 56,500

Please Contact the OMB flmerica
Sales Department, for other

antenna systems configurations

EUROPE

Commercial & T.V. Factory:
Avda. Son Antonio, 41
Telifs.- 976.50. 46.96 (6 lines)
Fax 976.46.31.70
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA
(Zaragoza)

Antenna & Radio Factory:
(amino de los Albores, 14, bolos
Telefs 976.50. 35. 80 (6 lines)
Fax 976.50. 38. 55
50410 CUARTE DE HUERVA  (Zaragoza:
Internet http://www.omb.es
email: ombcomOinfonegocio corn
Video(onf erence(RDSI) 976 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION

3100 NW 72nd.Avenue Unit 112

MIAMI, Florida 33122

Ph 305 477-0973 - 305 477-0974 (6 lines)

Fox:305 477-0611

Internet. http://www.omb.com

email: ombusoebellsouth net

Videoconference 1 305 5940991/92
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Need for EEO rules explored
By Harry Martin

n June, the Commission held an en bane
hearing on the need for new broadcast and
cable equal employment opportunity
(EEO) rules.

Former FCC Commissioner Henry Rivera
provided a description of the history of the
Commission's EEO rules and policies. The
meeting then turned to two panel discus-
sions, each followed by a question -and -
answer period. The first panel focused on
the challenges of EEO outreach.The panel
was weighted toward minority and wom-
en's organizations, including the National
Urban League,American Women in Radio
andTelevision and the National Organiza-
tion for Women and Hispanic Americans
for Fairness in Media. These groups said
there historically has been employment
discrimination in the broadcast industry,
that the previous broadcast EEO rules
helped reduce the problem, but that more
work still needs to be done. These panel-
ists endorsed the return of EEO regulation
by the Commission.

Also included on the panel were AFTRA,
the Midwest Family Broadcast Group and
the executive director of the Texas Associ-
ation of Broadcasters Ann Arnold. Arnold
questioned the need for new EEO regula-
tions. She pointed out that for more than
three years the broadcast industry has not
been subject to any EEO rules, but that
there is no evidence of any new discrimi-
nation in employment.

The second panel addressed methods of
achieving broad and inclusive outreach.
Included on the panel was Cathy Hughes,
the founder of Radio One. These panelists
recounted their experiences and described
recruitment programs that they have found
to be successful in attracting diverse appli-
cant pools. Hughes remarked on the diffi-
culty she has in recruiting Caucasian appli-
cants for her minority -oriented stations.

Processing fees increased
Effective Sept. 10, the Commission amend-

ed its schedule of application filing fees to
reflect changes in the Consumer Price Index
-Urban ("CPI -U") as of Oct. 1, 2001. Copies

of a Fee Filing Guide listing the new fees are available at the
Commission's website (wwwfcc.gov/formpage.html) or
through its Forms Distribution Center at 1 -800 -418 -FORM

[3676]. For those keeping track,the CPI -U has undergone a
net change of 40 percent since October 1989.

Anti -consolidation legislation
Sen. Russ Feingold (D -WI) has introduced the "Compe-

tition in Radio and Concert Industries Act of 2002" to
prohibit anti -competitive practices in the radio and con-
cert industries.The new legislation would authorize the
FCC to revoke the licenses of entities that use their
dominant power in the radio and concert industries to
discriminate against musicians, concert promoters or
other stations not affiliated with the licensee.

For example, under this legislation a radio station under
common control with a concert venue or concert promot-
er would be prohibited from restricting the promotional
giveaways offered by another station in the market. The
station with the tie to the concert also would be prohibited
from influencing the programming, orterms of sale of such
programming, of a nonaffiliated musician or from restrict-
ing the ability of a nonaffiliated musician to receive promo-
tional services from nonaffiliated entities. All licensees
would be prohibited from extracting money or any other
form of consideration from musicians or their representa-
tives in exchange for airing their music.

Additionally, Sen. Feingold's legislation would require
the FCC to designate for hearing any assignment or
renewal application by an entity that reaches more than
60 percent of the national radio audience. In effect, this
would institute a national ownership cap similar to the
national television audience limit (35 percent) that was
recently struck down by the Court of Appeals. In such
hearings, the licensee would have to prove that it did not
participate in these types of improper activities.

Further,the legislation would establish a cap in local radio
markets limiting the control of any one entity, including
those stations operating under LMAs, to 35 percent of the
audience or 35 percent of the advertising revenue in a
market. The legislation would also extend the attribution
rules to include stations holding an option to purchase
another station to just one year.lt appears unlikely that this
legislation will reach the Senate floor this legislative year!

Martin is an attorney with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC.,
Arlington, VA. E-mail martin@thhlaw.com.

Annual regulatory fees for 2002 are due no later
than Sept. 25, 2002.
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Matrix
QUITE POSSIBLY THE LAST CODEC YOU'LL EVER BUY.

toloZirompir

WIRELESS

5 kHz real-time, full dup,ex audio on
GSM wireless phones

 Up to 10 kHz real-time, full duplex audio
on HSCSD GSM

 15 kHz real-time,
full duplex audio on
portable Inmarsat
terminals (with optional
ISDN module)

 15 kHz nonreal-time,
"Store and -Forward"
feature may be used or
many mobile circuits

 Optional battery kit
delivers power for
up to 7 hours

THE CODEC FOR TODAY

THE CODEC FOR THE FUTURE

our remo e equIpmen oo

may already include ISDN and

POTS codecs plus a slew of other

stuff. Now they are talking about

high speed GSM digital wireless-
and coming soon...3G.

The Matrix's modular approach is

designed with this future

in mind. The core of

the Matrix's flexibility

revolves around full

access to its powerfu

coding engine through

easily inserted

modules and upgradeable flash

memory. Whatever may be coming

dcwn the communications pipeline,

the Matrix is ready.

ISDN*

 Layer III for 15 kHz at 64 kb/s

 G.722 for wide compatibility
with other codecs

 Turbo -G.722 for 15 kHz
with only 6 mS of delay

 Layer III transmit
with G.722 return
to reduce delay

 1200 baud ancillary
data available

 Fully international terminal
adapter works worldwide

* ISDN module required

POTS

15 kHz full duplex audio on a standard
telephone line

 Available in portable or
rackmount versions

 Modular design enables
use on future circuits

 Will work at data rates
as low as 9600 baud

 "Store and Forward" allows
15 kHz, nonreal-time audio
transmission at any data rate

Broadcasters
General Store

IIIA11/11 OS NEWrvnlrI 2480 SE 52nd St., Ocala FL 34480-7500
Tel: (352) 622-7700 Fax: (352) 629-7000

Email: infoabroadcastdealercom www.broadcastdealer.com



Installation
Profile

The Master Control Room/On-Air Room, has all
iecessary equipment placed within easy reach of
;hes/low host.

Facility
Specifications

Roof & Transmissiixt:
SCA Paraflector antenna
Andrew Heliax cable
Baird roof sled

Tech Core:
Harris 44RU racks
Sierra Automated System " K100 router
Sierra Automated System exaansion

chassis ;32 x32)
Krone blocks

Studio:
-tarris PR&E Impulse -20 ccm;oles
Harris CUs -OM cabinetry
Electro-Voice RE20 mics
ymetrix 506 headphone amlifiers

cony MDR75C6 headphomes
Denon DJ151 digital turnt3b1?
Tascam 122 MKIII cassette
Tascam CDRW 700 CD rec.-Alder
Spny CDPD11 CD player
Mackie HR824 powered neoritors
Centner SPH10 analog tell:if-one hybrid
Sony MDS-E12 minidisc

News Room:
Oxon Systems NM -250 New!mixer

H4 RRIS
Broadcast

Communications
4393 Digital 14/17

Cincinnati, Ohio 45340
800-622-0022; 513-701 5301 fax

www.harris.coin
broadcastgtharris.:em

The On -Air Room uses a Farris Impulse -20 console.

IF NI 90.3
Harris Helps
Morehead
Grow

WMKY-FM 90.3 is one of two
stations that make up More-

head State Public Radio. As a 50,000 -
watt station, WMKY blankets several
counties in Kentucky Ohio and West
Virginia. Housed on the campus of
Morehead State University, the radio
station was experiencing growing pains
and needed to move to a new facility
across campus.

When it came time to design anc
build the new facility, Dan Conti, the
general manager of WMKY, who has
had a long history with Harris, knew that
Harris as a leading systems integrator
would have the expertise to design and
install their new studios. Because Conti
had observed the quality and efficien-
cy of Harris' work at three other stations,
he wasn't surprised the corporation
was able to create new, top -of -the -line
studios from scratch and do so on a
strict budget and tight deadline.

Chris Karb of HarrisworIced with WMKY
over an extended period of time to get to
know them and design a facility around
the station's specific needs. The result of
this year -long project was a brand-new

facility with fourspeci fic studios: an on -
air room, a production room, a talk
studio and a news room. The station
also includes a roof and antenna as-
sembly with a roof sled and an inter -
room wiring and audio router wiring
package. And, best of all, the project
came in on time and within budget.

The on -air room features a Harris
Impulse 20 on -air console, which the
station had purchased prior to the
move, and was able to reuse for the
new facility. CD players,minidiscs and
all necessary broadcast equipment
are placed in the on -air room within
easy reach of the operator. The room
also contains four metal racks loaded
with air chain equipment, routers,
emergency broadcast gear and ancil-
lary recording gear.

The production room is designed to
mirror the on -air room as much as
possible. This was done so that oper-
ators could use the production room
as an emergency on -air room. The
mirroring of the rooms allows opera-
tors to easily move from one room to
the other if necessary. Another recent -
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The Talk Room has flat desktop iirniture which hides
headphone amps and microphone preamps in racks
under the table surface.

ly purchased Impulse console is in-
corporated into the design of the pro-
duction room.

Connecting the on -air and produc-
tion rooms is the talk studio. This room
is designed so that a show host can
interview up to five guests at one time.
The furniture, when you firs/ see it, is
deceivingly simple with a straightfor-
ward flat desktop, but it hide; a wealth
of gear. Headphone amps and micro-
phone preamps are in hid ien racks
underthe table surface, and SASAudio
Router Heads (controllers) are neatly
fitted into the surface. This table, de-
signed by David Schlegel of Harris,
uses screw -on legs that allow for the
disassembly and removal c f the table
during pledge drives.Also,all the equip-
ment in this room is able to "switch"
from the on -air room to the production
room if there was ever an emergency.

Systems designer Mark Colacito inte-
grated a multi -pin audio slake cable
into the table (as one might find in use
on theater equipment) that runs back
to a Sierra Automated Sys:ems Audio
Router. By programming ii a series of

"salvos" or"macros," mul-
tiple connections can be
made instantly by the
push of a single button.
This button is integrated
directly into the Host cab-
inet. So,with the push of
a button, the host can now route all
headphones, microphones, speaker
feeds and talkbacks to the desired stu-
dio. Simple solutions like matching
colored pop screens on the micro-
phones to corresponding, colored fad-
er knobs on the console, allow opera -
tots to easily track wh ich fader controls
match up with each microphone.

The newsroom presented a senes of
challenges during the construction
process. This room has more gear
assigned to it than one typically finds in
a news studio. A simple yet readily
available mixer was an elegant solu-
tion to maximize newscaster opera-
tion. The mixer also needs several
balanced inputs to integrate with rout-
er feeds from the tech center. A Dixon
News Mixer expanded with a 6x I switch-
er was chosen because it integrated

The Production Room mirrors the On -Air R rom so that 3peralors
can u,e that room as an On -Air Room in case of emergency.

The News Production Roam uses a Dixon skews
Mixer to free up needed desk space.

smoothly and allows for cne-button
mixing, and as a rac k mour snit, it frees
up precious desk space br the news-
casters in this small room. Amazingly,
the cabinet desigr fits al, Jf-the equip-
ment WMKY requested ir.to this small
space without feeling cramped.

Shannon Halladay, Order Adminis
trator at Harris, kept a close eye on the
budget,which allowed VelvEY to scale
back or expand portions of the job
dependir g on the daily expenditures.
When savings were found,they imme-
diately could be used in Dtier areas in
the facility. This allowed for WMKY to
get everything th at they seeded in the
studio as well as a few extras that they
wanted. Today, WMKY nas a state-ol
the -art facility that hash e flexibility to
meet the communications demanas
of today and tomorrow
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Clean lk ElegantProduction
Let creativity thrive by

providing the proper tools

and a comfortable work

space for the idea factory

behind the station.
By Chriss Scherer, editor

Because of its routine nature, it is easy to
overlook the critical role that production

plays in the daily operations of a radio station.What
happens behind the scenes is just as important, if
not more so,as what happens live on the air.Whether
designing a new studio from scratch, enhancing
what you already have or seeking to increase the
role that production plays, some small steps can go
a long way in getting you there.

Ake
@91

Photo of KCBS by Sharon Risedorph of
sha r on Risedorph Photography and

urtesy Of CIC Awociates, Oakland, CA.

"NO

The first step is to look at the studio's physical space. The
production studio should first and foremost be just that-a produc-
tion studio. It is common practice to design the production studio
to serve as a backup airstudio.This is a wise move,but the effort often
places too high a priority on the on -air aspect. This should be the
other way around.The studio is used for production 99 percent of

Continued on page 30

TE ha
Digital AudioVVorkstations

The Orkin Audicy is the legacy
f the first DAW with a

hardvare control interface
designed for radio produclion.

DAWs are a critical part of the

production process and buyers

should choose one carefully.
By Mitch Todd

When I began my broadcasting career as a disc jockey, I
quickly realized doing production was really the part that

interested me. I could hide in my little room and manipulate the
audio, refine it,polish it and have as many takes as I wanted, unlike
live radio.

I have worked with several workstations since I gave up my one -
inch eight -track sometime in the 90s. I, as many of my contempo-
raries did at the time, lusted for the Holy Grail of radio workstations,
the AKG (and later, Orban) DSE 7000. It certainly freed up the
creative process and was a big step up in functionality from my old
trusty one -inch machine.

While I loved the functional aspects of my new hiss -free DSE, I
Continued on page 34
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BE Radio's ability to help you solve business
problems extends beyond the
great editorial in this publication.

E-mail newsletters. Get the news you need,
as it happens. Sign up for a subscription to
our e-mail newsletter, the BE Radio Currnets Online
Weekly E-mail. Go to FrimediaBusiness.com and
click on "I want to subscribe to a newsletter."

Amplified coverage through our website.
Visit www.beradio.com where you'll find a
wealth of nformation to help %jou do your job
better, including:
 Daily news updates in Currents Online
 The Studio Spotlight
 The Engineer's Notebook
 Industry event calendar
 Up-to-date EAS manufacturer info
 Links to important FCC actions

Supplier Directory. Find a product or service
in our mut-industry Supplier Directory. Go to
PrimediaBusiness.com and dick on the Supplier
Directory link.

Content for your website. Get the latest
industry -specific news automatically delivered
fresh to your corporate website, intranet or
extranet. Go to PrimeciaBusiness.com and
check out the Primedia Insight newswire.

Opportunities for Advertisers. We can
connect you with the exact buyers you're
looking for through newsletter sponsorships,
customized online special reports, targeted Web
advertising, and more. Contact your [your magazine
name here] magazine sales representative, or
Rob Shore (rshore@primediabusiness.com or
212-462-3401).

Click or call today to tap into the power
beyond the printed word.
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Continued from page 26
the time so design it for that purpose.While the on -
air product is important, don't sacrifice an ideal
room layout simply for the rare circumstance of
using the studio on air.This is a creative space.The

A common design approach is to fashion the nrminctinn studio to function as a backup air
studio, which is a good idea as long as the production focus is not lost.

form should not stifle that creativity.
There are trade-offs in this design process. If the facility only has

two studios (production and on -air), there may be less flexibility in
focusing the design to a specific use. For example, the same audio
console in both studios makes it easier for operators to move

between rooms, and the second console
can serve as a source of spare modules. In
many cases, the facility would likely be
better served by installing a console that
fits the exact production needs and pur-

chasing a few spare modules for the on -
air console.

Supplemental equipment, such as CD play-
ers and cassette decks, can be duplicated
between rooms to provide the familiarity
and backupsecurity without sacrificing the
production function.

The tools used in production have evolved,
and so has the creative method. Look at the
focus of the studio. Center the layout on this
focal point. Until recently, the focus was al-
most always the audio console. Today it is
most likely the digital audio workstation
(DAW). Base the room design on this central
appliance and the studio's functionality will
thrive on it; not fight against it.

When DAWs first appeared in production
studios, many were installed in a location

alaro 0Q1S
Our audio tools give you the funaionaluy you need for your facility.

ICM-16 - 16 Station Intercom
System
Each workstation has unique features.
Visit our web site for complete details.

PSC-II - Programmable
Schedule Controller
Intended for controlling up to two RS-
232/RS-422 serial devices; 16 - SPDT
relays; auxiliary serial ports and
relays all in a single rack space. The
PSC II controls functions by either
scheduled time and date, time and
day of week, serial port commands
and remote input contact closures.

Psi I I

r"-LCCE
Time Sync II

SSM - Smart Silence Monitor
Monitors any stereo or two independent
monaural sources and generates alarms
indicating loss of carrier when white
noise and/or silence is detected.

CC -II Console Controller
The CC 1 IA provides a (Mackie) non -
broadcast mixer with three channels of
microphone switching.Additional features
include; monitor level control; monitor
muting warning light relay; remote control
of channel switches and status relays. Works

with most (MI) mixers and/or DAW's with
microphone channel inserts.

BROADCASTtools
Mt,

lime Sync II
The Time Sync II provides four separate

GPS time referenced outputs. The first is

a SPDT relay which pulses once every 15

minutes. These times are programmed

for 13:00,28:01143:D0 and 58:00 after each

hour. The second SPDT relay pulses at the

"Top of the Hour" (00:00). The third
output is an open collector with a 100 ms

pulse every second while the forth output

is an 4800 -baud. RS -232 serial port
providing UTC time in HH: MM: SS
format. The final feature is the "SIG" led
and SPDT relay, furnished as fail-safe for

either loss of satellite or power and

4111111rmillb
1CM-16/Controller

1CM-16/Tool-Box 2

cc 11

invalid time. The Time Sync!! is supplied

in a small profile chassis, along with a
Garmin 12 - Channel GPS receiver with
embedded antenna.

1CM-16/DT-2

CC -11

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!
web: www.broadcasttools.com  email: support@broadcasttools.com  phn: 360.E;
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Internet -based audio delivery services speed delivery of material. The electronic package can also
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that replaced a reel-to-reel record-
er.When the DAW's pivotal role was
realized, it became common to
place a set of nearfield monitors
around the DAW to supplement
the monitors for the room that
were placed around the console.
This helps place the DAW in a
better listening environment. Be-
cause of the power in DAWs today,
producers spend more time in
front of the DAW,which can handle
most of the mixing and effects pro-
cessing needed. A good monitor-
ing position should exist where
the final mix is created.

When designing a new studio,
consider shifting the room's center
to be around the DAW and not the
console,if the DAW sees the bulk of
attention in regular use.

Studio integration has made the
separation between the DAW, au-
dio console and some outboard
equipment almost invisible. This
equipment evolution is investigat-
ed further in Trends in Technology
on page 26.

STAND

I SF1000 SERIES

$3,99E
AS SHOV

I...i

illtillihM1
 LAMINATED PLYWOOD TOP WITH T MOLDING
 INDUSTRIAL GRADE MELAMINE VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL
43!8'KICK BASE
 30 HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
 12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
 7 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS
 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

USA
(847) 487-7575

RD BROADCAST FURNITURE

SF2000 SERIES

 LAMINATED PLYWOOD TOP 1 1/2" THICK
 RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
 LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL

4 3/9" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS

 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS AVAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

RANI

SF3000 SERIES

SOLID SURFACE TOP
 RICH STAINED OAK TRIM
 LAMINATED PLYWOOD VERTICALS
 REVERSIBLE PUNCH BLOCK PANEL

4 3/8" KICK BASE
30 " HIGH TABLE TOP (38" OPTIONAL)
12 RACK UNIT UTILITY HOUSING
7 - 12 RACK UNIT PEDESTAL BAYS

 POP OUT REAR PANELS
 CABLE WIRE TRAYS
 OPTIONAL VENTED PANELS FOR AIR FLOW
 OPTIONAL ASSORTMENT OF COLORS
 OPTIONAL GUEST WINGS MAILABLE
 OPTIONAL OVERBRIDGES AVAILABLE

BROADCAST SYSTEMS, INC.

www.ramsyscom.com
CANADA

(705) 722-4425
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Inner space
Because producers don't always voice everything themselves,

establish a fixed space for guests and talent.Whether it's tracking
the on -air staff during a commercial read, a client voicing his own
spot or the superstar recording a few drops, there needs to be a
place that the guest can call his own. A more comfortable
surrounding puts guests at ease and will yield a better presenta-
tion. At the minimum, the furniture design can accomplish this, as
can the overall room layout. Be sure that the space created for
guests stays as a space for guests. It is tempting to use the extra
corner to store materials and supplies. Keep the area clean and
clear so when the unexpected guest ar-
rives, he can move right in and not have
to wait for someone to move all that junk
out of the way.

If the facility space allows, a voice-over
booth offers the best isolation and per-
sonal space. Isolation allows the producer
to do his job without worrying about un-
intended noise being heard in the back-
ground. Musicians and performers will
feel comfortable in a setting such as this.

Other equipment options
So far we have looked at the physical

side of the production space.The equip-
ment side has benefited from the advanc-
es in DAWs, but there are other equip-
ment areas that can add some sparkle to
a station's productions.

Sometimes a complete overhaul is not
needed.There are likelysome elements in
a studio that work well, but it is felt that
something more is needed. Ask the pro-
duction and operations staff to tell you
what items should be upgraded or added
to the studio to improve its function. Don't
just accept the first answer and move
forward.The first answer will likely be less
critical than it was perceived to be. Ask
what else could be done and make a list.

Once a list has been made, ask the staff to
pick the one item that will make the
biggest difference.

It may be that a new microphone, mic
processor or multi -effects processor will
make all the difference.The answer might
even be more mundane, such as a new or
better microphone boom or stand, or a
new windscreen.

If a new mic or new mic processor is to
be added, take care that the change will
not be so dramatic that it makes the on -air
mic setup lose its luster.lf the comparative
sound between live and produced is too
great, the on -air announcers' voices will
seem flat and thin.

The Internet has made file sharing and
exchange an everyday function.This now
simple task can be applied to production.
At the minimum, audio filescan besent via

e-mail or through an FTP server, eliminating the
need to create and ship dubs.This saves time on
both ends. If delivered in the proper format, the
audio files can be directly imported into the sta-
tion's on -air playback system.

While transferring files in this way works, the
system was not designed explicitly for that pur-
pose. File retrieval by the recipient and inclusion
of any pertinent traffic information must also be
included.To simplify this task,several services are
available that handle the file distribution and

Designed With Precision
Built To Last

Known through
best performing, mos relic

FM transmitter.
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Clean & ElegantProduction
record keeping. These services have a cost in-
volved that can usually be offset by the savings in
dub materials and shipping if it is not picked up by
the client.

Some production projects require multiple ac-
cess before the final product is completed. Projects
in progress can be shared between producers in
different locations. It is possible to have the voice
talent in one city, the music composer/creator in
another and the project chief in yet another share
the audio file and provide his respective part of the
completed piece. Individual portions can be for

to a single person, or a networked environ-
ment can be created so that each remote producer
can access the project as if it were stored on a local
hard drive.Many DAWs support remote networking,
allowing files to be downloaded, modified and
uploaded in a natural step.

Depending on the license terms of a production
music library,it is possible to store the audio central-
ly for other stations and facilities to access as
needed through the same network.

There are many ways to break out of the tradition-
al mold when it comes to production. Sometimes
the creative process can be invigorated by a touch
of new technology or a change in room layout.
Either way, the behind -the -scenes effort can step
forward and make yourstations shine.

17,000

iS

f

Digital Audio
\A/cDrkstEitions
Continued from page 26
didn't like the sound of it. The station engineers kept everything
locked at a 32kHz sampling rate due to limited disc space.The result
was plastic -sounding audio. In time the station installed larger
drives, moved up to 44.1kHz and eventu-
al), accepted dig.tal as the way to go.
One of the features that made it so

A DAW contro
surface creates a
familiar work space for users
and can be quicker than navigation with a mouse.

Ap ONE OF THE MOST POPULAP
CONSOLES EVEre!!

gbot.
\\4e,tt

For more detailed information visit us at: www.arralds-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730
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successful to broadcasters was its ability to emulate many aspects
of an analog multitrack. The machine was designed to act like an
analog eight -track with some new capabilities. The biggest advan-
tage was the short learning curve and ease of use for people who
hate manuals and aren't PC specialists. This is why the DSE was so
popular in the radio envi-
ronment, despite its initial
price of around $40,000.This
user interface established a
new way looking at DAWs.

There are a lot of computer -

based and stand-alone
workstations on the market
today. The current Orban workstation,
called Audicy, is still a viable workstation
operating on the original DSE principles
but with more tracks and features. It is
useful for broadcast applications with-
out complex needs.

However, when I began using Protools
I realized how many features I had been
missing using the Audicy The most impor-
tant features were additional tracks and
being able to automate mixing.

About the time I wanted to add comput-
er editing at my home studio and was
dreading the cost, along came Sytrilli-
um's Cool Edit Pro. Cool Edit was intui-
tive, precise and inexpensive. I realized it
had some limitations for professional
use, mainly the quality of the built-in
effects, but it was a lot of bang for the buck.
It also worked on a wide range of PCs
with various hardware configurations. I
thought the editor offered some great
features and good visual resolution of
the waveforms, and the multitrack screen
was functional and easy to use.

Things began to shift among the more
advanced producers who wanted more
flexible, functional, software that could
quickly create more complex produc-
tion. As budgets began to shift in the
industry expensive, stand-alone, propri-
etary hardware/software workstations
began looking less attractive. Cool Edit
has become a popular,flexible,cost effec-
tive editor in many professional broad-
cast applications, and if a budget is your
main concern it's a decent choice for
production rooms. Meanwhile, other
software manufacturers were respond-
ing to the pro and semi -pro users of
studio recording equipment.

Continued evolution
While Syntrill ium products evolved from

the consumer world, many companies
that looked to the professional and pro-
sumer market were making some good,
cost effective products. Sonic Foundry is

lilt I.

Wit

There are a lot of computer -
based and stand-alone workstations

on the market today.

one notable mention.VegasVideo (formerly just an
audio multitrack application called Vegas) is a
powerful audio and video multitrack application
with some decent effects. The audio -editing appli-
cation Sound Forge and loop mixing software Acid

Pro are a powerful set
of tools that coexist well
for less than $1,000 if
you shop around.

I know by now some
Macintosh users are

NOW, a digital exer
that does what all d"
*) exciters should

41**101.
The new 17-)16: 617 digital FM exciter from Broadcast

Electronics is the first exciter to Afer all of the following in a single
package, and all of it as staidard equipment:

rR

Direct tc channel digital synthesis

Accepts all of the following inputs:

 Co-nposite
 AES/EBU

 Mono
 Left and Right aralog

Automatically switches betw?en inputs

All operational parameters programmable from

full color front panel screen

Fully IBOC compatible: Allows for low level

combining implementations without the use of a

second exciter or cos:ly external combiners

and filters.

The latest in a long line of innovative FM exciters from Broadcast Electronics.
A 250 watt version is also available.

www.bdcast.com (888) 232-3268
The BE emblem s a regis erect trademark of Broadcast E ectroniu Inc. Bre to.2
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ART AND ENGINEERING COME TOGETHER...

- CREATIVE
STUDIO

LUTIONS
Traditional
and Internet
Broadcast Studio
System Design
and Installation.

10600 West 50th Avenue #5, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
(303)425-5004 fax: (303)425-5005

www.creativestudiosolutions.com

Not jus  nother Radio Automatio

The Smart and Powerful Radio
Automation System.

o er100.syslitirki
OK A system to fit every budget

 K Hi h Quality

Easy to use

CI Expandable by Plug Ins

OK

0

Ingle or Network systems

Internet. DAB and eCommerce ready

Windows 2000 / XP based

Digigram or Soundblaster compatible

1.

ski

4,
mediation

www.mediatron.com mediation - Solutions for Broadcasters

Within the US call RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS Phone: 800 779.7575 info0aain$yscuiii
For Canada call RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS Phone: 705-722-4425

Digital AudioWorkstations
feeling left out, but with the exception of Protools, most broadcasters
prefer PCs. Protools was originally a Mac -based hardware and
software package and grew from a multitrack system to a powerful
swiss army knife for any audio application: recording and mixing
music, mixing and sweetening audio for film and television, and
other pro -audio post production. Protools has made strong inroads
in larger market radio -production rooms. As plug -ins have ad-
vanced, saving rack space and dollars and adding a lot of features,
it is now a universally accepted application for a wide range of
professional uses. It has come to be that most high -end audio
professionals and production directors know at least the basics of
Protools. If a producer is going to actually use and learn all the tools
at his disposal, then a Protools rig loaded with plug -ins is a great way
to go. Adding the controller control surface makes it a versatile,
ergonomic package.

Because the skill level
of a radio station DAW user
can vary, basic operation should
be easy for anyone to grasp.
More powerful functions can used by more experienced users.

The evolution has continued with several control surfaces now
available from Digidesign. Some third -party hardware manufac-
turers also build control units that interface with Protools and
other DAWs. If the unit works well with the software,then a control
surface is a worthwhile investment. Orban realized the impor-
tance of a good control surface and that radio producers would
make the transition from analog to digital much easier if their new
machine emulated what they already knew. Reliance on hard-
ware -based user interfaces will fade over time as more of the
younger generation, who were born with a mouse in their hand,
move into our industry and mouse and trackball technology
evolves ergonomically.
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BE Radio's ability to help ycu solve business problems
extends beyond the great editorial in this publication.

Visit www.beradio.com where you'll
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Digital AudioWurkstations
So many choices

When deciding which workstation configuration
to use in your facility,first define several parameters
and needs. Decide what can be spent. This will
reduce the available choices.
sider are networking, ses-
sion compatibility with
outside studios, flexibili-
ty for future expansion
and MIDI capabilities.
Keep in mind the ability
of the users that will use

Key features to con -

By now you probably realize that it's not
easy to make an apples -

to -apples comparison of various
workstations...

your voice is your life.
spend it wisely.

www neumannusa corn/103BE

NeumannIUSAlk rim In
Te,ephce.e 8G0 434 `,22U  FAX 860 434 3148
condi Tei 514-4263013 FOr 514.416-3953
Mexico 525 639 0956 34%2

the system.

As computer hardware, operating systems and new methods of
storage and connectivity evolve for PCs and Macs, the combina-
tions of hardware, software and user interfaces for DAW use are
evolving equally fast. On top of that, many new proprietary, self-

contained units are on the
market. This makes the
choices in the cu rrent state-

of-the-art workstations
much larger and more flex-
ible than just a couple
years ago. It also makes it
easier to create higher

quality work than ever before with an
inexpensive set up. But there is also some-
thing to be said fora system design that has
been around a while and proven in the
field and proven over time.

By now you probably realize that it's not
easy to make an apples -to -apples compar-
ison of various workstations because of all
the different features and considerations.

There are many products being used in
radio applications such as Cakewalk's
Home Studio and Sonar software, Emag-
ic's Logic Platinum software/hardware
combo, Mark of the Unicorn's Digital Per-
former software, Sadie software and work-
stations, SAW studio software, Steinberg's
Cuebase series of software and others.
There are also stand-alone hard disk re-
cording systems/workstations from Fos-
tex, Mackie, Roland,Tascam,Yamaha and
others that have a lot of powerful functions.
Two reasonably priced, self-contained so-
lutions are the Yamaha Pro Audio
AW4416CDHD and the RolandVS-2480CD.
Both have balanced ins and outs, 24 -bit
resolution and built-in CD-RWs. Another
workstation that has found acceptance in
the world of radio is the Sadie Radia that
comes as software with a PCI card or a
turnkey system. A step up from that in the
Sadie line would be the 24-96 offered only
as a turnkey modularsystem, scalable from
eight to 32 channels of I/O.

There are myriad choices in DAWs:Mac,
PC based and stand-alone units. They all
have their good and bad qualities. In the
past, radio has favored tried-and-true
equipment that is specifically designed
for broadcast. While broadcast engineers
enjoystaying in familiarterritorycost con-
siderations and other factors may induce
breaking some old habits. An established
budget and end -user input will tailor the
decision process.

Todd is production manager for Sirius Satel-
lite Radio, New York.
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FM Transmitters
All Power levels 20 watts to 30,000 watts

100% Solid State or Grounded Grid

Grounded Grid
Models Feature
 Solid State High

Performance Exciter
 Solid State Driver
 Ease of Installaticn
 Fast Delivery
 Motor Driven Tuning
 Complete Front Panel

Metering
 Low Pass Filter
 Soft Start Up
 Cost Effective Pricing
 Financing Available
 LED Read out on front

panel shows ope-ating
parameters

Solid State FM Transmitters
Featuring the latest Cold Mos fett Design

Models range from 20 watts to 10,000 watts

20 watt Exciter 850.00
100 watt Transmitter 2,000.00
250 watt Transmitter 3,000.00
350 watt Stereo Transmitter 3,500.00
500 watt Transmitter 4,000.00

1,000 watt Transmitter
Many other models to choose from

7,000.00

Transmissions Line
Superior Broadcast Products offers a wide
range of transmission line and accessories

1/2 inch Foam Coax as low as
7/8 inch Foam Coax as low as

1 5/8 inch Foam Coax as low as
2 Y. inch Foam Coax as low as

$1.40 per foot
$3.50 per foot
$8.50 per foot

$12.00 per foot
Call for prices on other sizes

High Performance Digitally Synthesized FM Exciter
ev

t111111J-0
.

Studio to Transmitter Link
Frequency Agile Composite
Transmitter and Receiver

111111111111

111111111111 I .
4 ,

Both Transmitter and Receiver $3,500.00
Transmitter
10 watt output
Stereo or Mono
Full Metering
Two SCA inputs

Receiver
Active band pass filter
Full Metering
Fast Delivery
Two SCA outputs

One year limited warranty

FM Antennas
Power Levels from 500 to 20,000 watts per bay

One bay
Two bay
Four bay
Six bay

500 watt input
500 watt input
2,000 watt input
3,000 watt input

495.00
1,200.00
1,990.00
3,500.00

Broadband Medium Power
Two bay 3,C00 watt input 2,400.00
Three bay 3,C00 watt input 3,400.00
Three bay 10 000 watt input 4,000.00
Four bay 3,000 watt input 4,400.00
Four bay 10 000 watt input 4,800.00
Six bay 3,000 watt input 6,250.00
Six bay 10.000 watt input 7,000.00
Eight bay 10.000 watt input 9,500.00

Many other models and power levels

Contact Jimmie Joynt 17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297  Dallas, TX 75248
Ph. 800/279-3326  Fax 800/644-5958 972/473-2577



By Stephanie P. Snyder
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One year later the World Trade Center

radio stations are still recovering.
With tremendous height and clear coverage
of Manhattan, the World Trade Center tow-
ers were home to four FM radio transmit-

ters.. On Sept. i 1, 2001, WKCR, WKTU, WNYC and
WPAT were not only faced with the difficulties
inherent incovering news from a city under attadc,
bu: also they lost their transmission capabilities
andequipraent, just wren they were nost needed.
Twelvemonths after the World Trade Center zol-
laose, none of the stations have full} recovered.

Backup Plans
The terrorist attacts have forced New York

stations to re-examir e their emergency plans.
There is now more variety in the mixof New Ynt k
City backup locationsand fully redu idant trans-
m:ssion systems. For the four World Trade
Center FM stations, emergen-
cy plans no longer mean sim-
ply a low -power trar smitter
for equipment failures. Back-
up systems were not consid-
ered of high importance be-
fore September. but "now
you're criminally negl gent
if you don't have backup
syatemi in place," said
WPAT Chief Engineer
Mike Toko.
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When WI. vC constructed its original transmission systems,
the :ost of a full -power backup system was considered excessive
km .:s needs. "Who thought that the World Trade Center was
go Erg to cc !lapse? That tells you anything can happen and you
hue :o weigh the 'what if' scenarios against real world costs,"
1411, NYC Chief Engineer Steve Shultis said. For some stations, the
cos :claneid ended outage may weigh more than the initial outlay
on a backt p location. "You spend a million dollars to build a
1Ia :4Lp system but what's the ROT? For us the site has more than
pa d for itself," said Josh Hadden, Clear Channel's New York
director of engineering.

TI thin e -gnomic consequences of the damage from Sept. 11
no). lever be known, but New York broadcasters lost significant
re.--ute while they were off the air, in addition to transmission
ego patent Long-term solutions may be years in the making, but
a re..iew of station emergency preparedness plans should be
sorothingevery station undertakes regularly.

WK111, 103.5 FM
Clear Chana4 s WKTU was the first of the affected stations to return to

the air. It alsc was the c.nly one of the four stations with a backup system
located elsewhere. The World Trade Center was the site of numerous
televisiontanissions. Between 1999 and 2001, construction and testing
of the DTV antenna sotem on the towers meant regular disruptions for
radio broadcadters. T3 cope with the ongoing outages, Clear Channel built
a backup transmission system in Times Square. "When the TV stations at
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YOU NEED THE NEW APHEX 2020MKIII AUDIO PROCESSOR

11 ....

Pews .41. .4.1,144
IELCCIME TO

A RtrIEX 4 P

e

Model 2020 Audio Processor MkIll

Settling for flabby, undefined bass? Buried, clouded, mids? Shrill, annoying high end
that you just can't tune out of your current processor? Is your only cormort that some of
your neighbors on the dial sound as bad or worse than you do? Then it's time to step up to
the new Aphex 2020MkIII.

Radically new processing algorithms and circuitry bring even greater loudness while maintain-
ing clarity and musicality. The bass is tight, deep and resonant, the mids are detailed and for-
ward, and the highs are open and natu-al. The 2020Mk II is so powerful, yet so clean, it is
the only "broadcast" processor used in world class post production and mastering facilities.

With an extensive range of useful controls you can readily achieve your own unique sonic
signature ....a sound that you'll never want to get rid of.

Call us today to audition the new 2020V1kIII at your station.

APHEXSYSTEMS
Improving the way the world soundssm
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 www.aphex.com

Aphex is a registered t-ademark of Aphex Systems
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Rebuilding
oteibitie rethge

the World Trade Center
were upgrading their
DTV projects, we used
Times Square every
night," said Josh Had -
den, director of engi-
neering, Clear Channel,
New York."That meant
we were best posi-
tioned of all the FMs, of
the stations on the
World Trade Center, in
that we already had a
backup site in Manhat-
tan" Within minutes of
the collapse, WKTU
was able to switch to
the backup site, cover-
ing 80 percent of ERP
at 8kW.

Within the week,
WKTU requested and
received an STA from
the FCC for upgraded
power from its backup site.The station now operates at 1 7kW atTimes
Square.WhileW1C11.: plans to keep the Times Square site as a backup,

TimesThesite Clear
Channel'sChannel's backup facility. It is now the
main site for WKTU.

ONE OF me MOST POPULAR
CONSOLES EVERM

NOW ONLY (

$4,595
www.arrakis-systems.com or call: (970) 461-0730
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it has filed an application with the FCC fora master antenna license
at the Empire State Building. Hadden hopes to receive the license this
year but spacing issues with a class A station on Long Island could
delay the approval.The FCC is requiring all the stations from the World
Trade Center to follow normal application procedures.

WKCR, 89.9 FM
Next to return to the air was Columbia University's WKCR.When

the towers collapsed,WKCR lost its primary and backup systems.
Shortly after the disaster,Station Engineer
Rich Koziol ordered an emergency pack-
age from Harris for WKCR and arranged
similar orders for WPAT and WNYC.The
I kW Quest transmitter was installed on

Harris supplied the temporary transmit
ter that WKCR used from the roof of a
campus dorm.

the roof of a campus dorm by Sept. 13.
Unfortunately, the station now reaches
only 9 percent of its original audience.

For five years,WKCR had operated out
of nearby Riverside Church. In Septem-
ber 2001, the station planned to move
back to the Columbia University campus
into a brand new digital studio"We spent
a half million dollars [on the studios] and
had planned fund raising forSept. 28 but
with 9 percent power couldn't do it, so
now we owe the university," said Koziol.

WKCR received insurance funding and
a government grant to build a new trans-
mitter site, but it is still trying to negotiate
an alternative location for the station.
"The best site right now is Empire, but
everyone is trying to get there,"said Kozi-
ol," there is no electrical,no room and the
mast is full, so we chose not to do Empire,
as we were such a small player"

There is a mast on the tower of Riverside
Church, where WKCR formerly had its

studios.Originally used byWRVR,the church anten-
na was abandoned many years ago and Koziol is
hopeful the FCC will grant temporary authority for
WKCR to transmit from the site "With 26 stations we
could interfere with in the educational band, any
move requires a major review of short spacing "said
Koziol. A study of the impact of the move to River-
side has been sent lo the FCC and WKCR is waiting
on the results. After FCC approvals are received, the
station expects to be running from the church mast
within 10 days.

"We're On -Air
in Five Minutes."

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...

Trust Short/cut 2000' to get a move on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on -air, Short/cut's ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued -up and ready to go.

We've also tripled audio storage to a whopping 12 hours
- and with a hard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.

Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events,the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's #1 choice
for stand-alone digits' audio editing.

umPirr
360systems.cour

360 Systems, 5321 Sterling Center Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91361  Phone (818) 991-0360  Fax (818) 991-1360
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Rebuilding
efev te Nthhte

Timeline
Sept.11, 2001
WKCR, WPAT, WNiC and WKTU lose

transmitters and backup systems on World
Trade Center.

WKTU returns to ar Fcn backup transmitter
inTimes Square_

Harris ships three trirser itters and ERI ships
three antennas to W1'CR, WPAT and
WNYC.

WNYC-FM simulcasts on AM transmitter in
N?w Jersey and on WNYE-FM.

Sept. 13, 2001
Transmitters arrive iron- Harris.
W<CR returns to air using 1 kW antenna on

roof of dorm at Co trnbia University.

Sept. 14, 2001
WPA- returns to air w th lkW antenna on

Enpire State Buiclq.

Sept. 16, 2001
WNYC returns to ai: cn kW antenna on

Enpire State Bui d

WPAT 03.1 FM
Spanish -language broadcaster WPAT erected a I kW transmitter at

the Empire State
Building after los-
ing its primary and
backup equip-
ment at the World
Trade Center. "We
were down for 59
hours and 48 min-
utes, not that I was
counting," said
Chief Engineer
Mike Toko.Though
lower in height,
and with less pow-
er at the Empire
State Building,
WPAT was still able
to reach 75 percent
of its audience.

Once emergency
transmissions had
been established at
the Empire State

The WPAT i istallation at Times Square
is also used by sister station WSKQ.

Experience Exceptional luality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter'

Our single tube high power FM transmitters offer
you exceptional quality and affordable prices

Built for the "real world" environment, these RF
workhorses offer long term reliability and features
not found in any other single tube transmitter
available.

Features include

 1/4 Wave Grounded Grid PA.

 Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection.

 PA Temperature Protection.

 Advanced Control System with remote
computer interface and auto log

 More internal status sensors than any other
transmitter

 CD Quality Audio. fAES/E01.1 optionall

 Available from 15KW to 25KW. Combined
systems to 60KW.

FM 30000 TT

Armstrong Transmitter ... the best 12f products, the best around -the -clock support.
and the best prices _ because you deserve nothing less!

ARMSTRONGAla TRArNSMITTER CORPORATION
4830 North Street, Marcelus, NY 13108 Web Site: armstrongtx.com
Phone: 315-613-1269 Fax: 315-613-9912 email: sales@armstrongtx.con

erZmplete
Sblution

for state of the art
Expandable Transmitter
Control Systems.
as many as 8 transmitter sites
can be controlled in Real -Time
using A Mixture of RF-Manager,
DataLine & Data Works Systems

Call for All the Details !

ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATES

INC.

(915)595-3103
web: wwwelecassoc. corn
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Building, WPAT began constructing an alternate site in Times
Square. At Times Square we have 90 percent coverage, we've only
been on a couple of months but it's looking good and sounding
good 'said Toko. During the next six months, the station plans to
construct a full -power main site at the Empire State Building and use
Times Square as a backup.

WNYC 919 FM
The last of the four FMs to return to the air

was WNYC. Immediately after the collapse
of the World Trade Center,WNYC worked to
maintain transmission on its AM facility in

WNYC 115tallUlaCu11-N....4. aLlaty
at Times Square.

New Jersey. Once the AM signal was stabi-
Iized,WNYC began restoring Is FM signal,
placing a 1kW signal at the Empire State
Building."Empire was a shock:said Chief
Engineer Steve Shultis."With low power at
Empire we got the whole east side back,
which we had lost 15 years ago when we
moved to the World Trade CenterWe had so
much shadow [from the Wor!cl Trade Cen-
ter site] that even the 1kW [on the Empire
State Building] was an improvement"

WNYC spent the next six months build -

Looking to buy?
The Radio magazine

Buyers Guide is coming
in December.

ing a full -power facility in Times Square. "Times
Square was quicker for full power because the
combiner system was plug and play, it just took a
couple overnights to install: Shultis said. Now in
the process of building a full -power facility at the
Empire State Building, the station soon expects to
have a full -power main facility at the Empire State
Building and a full -power backup at Times Square.
Shultis said,"my goal is 9/11 this year,as that would
be a fitting ending to that calendar cycle"
Snyder is an independent streaming media consultant.

(-41-1'4711TFI

/UP TO

3 CONSOLES

PER ENGINE

WITH BUILT

.

AUDIO

FROM ANY

ENGINE MAY

BE USED IN

*N.,Y STUDIO

REMOTE MIXING

ROUTING AND

MAINTENANCE,

FROM ANY

NETWORK PC

Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the

audio in your facility, Logitek has the solution. The heart of our system is a router -based

digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing, routing and return feeds your studios

require plus a whole lot more. Add to this our ful line of console control surfaces, router

control heads and PC -based control programs and you will find a solution that is just

right br you. Why choose between a console and a router when you can have both for

the price of one? Call today, 800-213-5870 or via: our website at www logitekaudio com

Logitek
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TIven though the economy has fallen into a recession, and
many investors have had to say "goodbye" to large amounts

.of money, there is good news for radio industry profession-
als. This year's Salary Survey revealed that people in the radio
industry have had the good fortune of maintaining their current
salaries and even say "hello" to an increase in some cases.

In June, a Radio magazine -sponsored salary survey was e -
mailed to a random group of more than 4,000 subscribers who
were selected on an nth name basis. The results of this study
are presented by job title group and market rank (top 50 and
below top 50). The survey's objectives were to determine salary
levels amongRadio magazine readers for select title groups and
to examine salary trends over time.

The information gathered in the survey is intended to illustrate
broad trends in the industry. Treat the data as a starting point
for salary ranges. Factors such as cost of living and the demand
for a particular job are important in determining salary range.

The respondents
Most of the respondents said they work at radio stations.

Eighty-four percent of the station managers, 80 percent of the
staff engineers and 67 percent of the contract engineers work
for a radio station or multiple stations.

The station formats these respondents work within varied.
The majority of respondents (41 percent) work within a news/
talk radio format. Thirty percent work for a rock station, and
there was a tie for third at 29 percent between the adult
contemporary and country formats.

The survey also divulged that the number of engineers sur-
veyed who are SBE certified has increased in 2002. This year, 37
percent of engineers are SBE certified, as opposed to only 32
percent in 2001. In 2002 the median annual salary for an SBE-
certif led engineer was $61,666 compared to $47,916, which was

48 September 2002
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By Kari Taylor,
associate editor

III Top 50

 Below Top 50

1999 2000 2001 2002

Estimated median salaries for station management.

the median annual salary for non-SBE-certified engineers.
The average age of the respondents was 47, with the majority

falling between the ages of 35 and 54. This is a slight increase
from 2000 and 2001 when the average age of respondents was
44.5. Does an average age of 47 indicate less new blood and
more tenure?

Listen to the money talk
For the fourth consecutive year, staff engineer salaries re-

mained stable. Last year the median salary for this position in
the Top 50 markets was $54,999 but in 2002 the median salary for
a Top -50 market staff engineer jumped to $64,999. In 2001 staff
engineers in markets below the Top 50 received a median salary
of $43,844 and received a median salary of $43,749 in 2002.

This year's salary survey results showed that station management

www.beradio.com
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salaries in the Top 50 markets remained
steady at $57,500, compared to last year
when the median salary was $57,498.
However, the survey's results also showed
a decrease in the median salary forstation
management in the Below Top 50 markets
category. In 2001, the median salary for
station management in these small mar-
kets was $44,998, and in 2002 the median
salary for the same group was only $39,999.

"I believe the decrease in under Top 50
management salaries may be due to the
'clustering' of stations under common
ownership in most markets," said Milford
Smith, vice president of radio engineering
at Greater Media, East Brunswick,N.I."Typ-
ically these clusters have a well -paid 'clus-
ter manager: but rather than having indi-
vidual GMs at each station (as in years past
and each of which earned a good salary)
individual stations now have an opera-
tions or station manager who is typically
paid less"

John Caracciolo, general manager of
Jarad Broadcasting in Garden City, NJ, be-
lieves the decrease in station manage-
ment salaries in the Below Top 50 markets
is because most management salary struc-
tures include commissions that are tied to
overall billing. With the tough economy
and budget tightening, revenue projec-
tions have slipped and therefore have
bled out of management's salaries.

The estimated median salaries for staff
engineers in the Below Top 50 market
segments remained stable at $43,844 last
year and $43,749 this year Staff engineers
in the Top 50 markets saw an increase in
theirsalaries from $54,999 in 2001 to $64,999

in 2002. Competition for experienced en-
gineers is seen as the driver behind this 18
percent jump in Top 50 -market staff engi-
neering salaries.

Smith said he attributes this increase to
the fact that a highly trained electronics/
computer technician or engineer now
has many opportunities for employment

outside of broadcasti-ig.These outside opportunities generally offer
more money and the hours are more predictable. It is taking more
money :o keep the quality engineers in the broadcasting business

Caracciolo offered a similar sentiment:ibis is definitely more o:
a competitive nature rather than a shortage of qualified trainec
workers:he said. "We are competing with cell phone companies
pager companies, cable TV, satellite radio, etc. Our industry has
always underpaid the engineering department. Now we need to
pay market value fof qualified technical help:'

Survey results showed that 61 percent of station management
respondents in large markets (Top 50) received salary increases

Radio Systems

StudioHub
Stand -Outs

Matchlack
Pro -to -Consumer and

Consumer -to -Pro

balancing amps for

audio and SPOIF

coaxial and optical

BUD
24 bit - dual D -A and A -D

converter with variable

sample rate tc 96kHz $395.00

All StudioHub peripherals are made to work alone

or as part of the StudioHub wiring solution!'

Check out these great low-cost problem solvers.

Our full corn 3lement of StudioHub peripherals include:

Active Plates: Headphone Amp  LCD Display  PA Speaker  Power Amp

3 Push-Buttor Panel  3 Channel Mixer  4 Position Switcher
Dual VU Meter Plate  Active World Panel  Mic Pre -Amp

Passive Plates: Single XLR  )ual XLR  1/4" & Mini TRS

Mounts: 4 Position Rack Moult  io Position Rack Mount
Table Top Well Mount  Consolette 4 Position Mount

Mic Pre -Amp Plate
565.00

StudioHub peripherals all include stand-alone power
supplies and standard barrier strip or XL2 audio connectivity.

Monitor Amp Plate
Sias.00

Mk,  hos Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014
(656) 467-800o vtice (8561 467-3044 fax www.radiosystems.com
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this year. Only 52 percent of station management in small markets
(BelowTop 50) received raises this year. Fifty-eight percent of staff
engineers in large markets received salary increases, compared
to 67 percent of staff engineers in small markets who received
salary increases. Forty percent of contract engineers in large
markets increased their salaries this year, while 50 percent of
contract engineers in small markets received a salary increase.

Overall, the median salary increase for station management was
4.2 percent and the median increase for staff engineers was 4.5
percent. Average the two together and the median salary increase
for all respondents was 4.4 percent in 2002.

Coaxial Dynamics'

Line of Liquid/Air
Terminations are

quickly becoming the
industry standard for
testing, adjusting and

alignment of R.F.
Transmitters.

Liquid/Air Cooled
Loads are available to
handle requirements

from 600W to 12.5kW.

See us at NAB Radio
Show.

Sept. 12-14. 2002.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland. OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxialaapk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com L V A

VISA

In addition to the Salary Survey.
Radio magazine has posted a survey

that looks at some of the benefits
associated with a radio engineering

profession. The link is under
Site Features at www.heradio.com

Will terrestrial radio
say goodbye?

The Salary Survey also asked a non-salay-related question:
How do Internet radio and satellite radio compare to terrestrial
radio in terms of financial competition and audience segment-
ation? While mcst respondents believe they have not seen an
impact on terrestrial radio by either type of -adio, they do think
satel I ite radio has:he potential to increase competition for listeners.

"I don't see I nte-net radio as much of any financial competition,
especially in light of the recent copyright ruling," one respondent
said. "At this point, satellite radio is also not much of a financial
competitor, since most of it is (at present) commercial -free.
However, both Internet and satellite will ccntinue to pry away
listeners from terrestrial radio because traditional radio has
become too cluttered (too many non -music) elements and too
homogenized. With the advent of large groups, terrestrial radio
has become like McDona Ids, there's one in every town and you
get the exact same product at each."

Another respondent said, "I handle the computer IT work and
most of the studio satellite work. We do no Internet radio. I am

finding that in the

AUDIO METERING PRODUCTS

V UM2 5138403

DIM/ VUIM1E4 SET

V UM 2M $1486.00
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DUMNJ METER MONITOR 541
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62106.00

1 r

BROADCAST MANUFACTURING, INC.

USA www.ramsrscom.corn CANADA
847 487 7575 705 722 4425

short run, the fi-
nancial gains and
audience pickup
were great. We
are three years
into this, and I am
seeing a long-term
down side finan-
cially and with the
audience. We are
looking at going
back to a mix of
satellite and ter-
restrial. Terrestrial
sure was easier."

"Other, primari-
ly music, stations
with cookie -cut-
ter formats are go -
Mg to get creamed
by satellite radio,"
another respon-
dent said. "listen-
ers with the wher-
ewithal to do so
will flee terrestri-
al radio in those
markets at an
increasing
pace ... the dev-
astation will be
widespread for
terrestrial radio.
It's the program-
ming, stupid!"
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rfSoftware, Inc.
communications solutions

352-336-7223
www.rfsoftware.corn

Visit our website for a complete
list of products and features.
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Calculate population within contours and overlaps,

Analyze STLImicrowave paths with terrain profkr.

DA design is a snap! Includes 30.second terrain data. 3.sec available.

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes
The HC -3 Hybrid Telephone Autocoupler

- Auto -connect and disconnect.
LED Indicators for incoming rings Ion -line status & power.
Answers on user selectable number of rings.
Momentary or latching dry contacts at pickup.
Simple, active hybrid with active, balanced, In/Out for
simultaneous send & recieve communications.
Remote connections include: aux. relay closure, pickup -enable,
remote pick up trigger, call end sink, & Ring I Online sink.
Optional ComboLok provides password security.

Advtalleatr C.,11 Progrella Doecreor.-ekPhoplese a 'trill.
P1.. CPC

Call Progress Decoder
Automatically disconnects auto -answer

couplers and hybrids when phone calls are over.
Works with most analog ports and POTS lines.
Decodes standard dial and busy tones
CP-1 fits INSIDE CircuitWerkes boxes. The CP-2

(shown) can disconnect most analog couplers.

J

GET UP TO A WIZEN COUPLIIIIS IN ONE CHASSIS

)0. Auto -answer on user -set ring # and auto -disconnect.
To. 2 audio busses for mass feeds.
D Individually card selectable buss or auxilliary audio I/0.

The aux. audio jack is ideal for multiple IFB feeds, etc.
Momertary or latching dry contact outputs at pickup.

T. Remove & install cards without affecting the rest.
> LED indicators for ring, clipping, power & online.

111111111111MMIee c inger r'
Accepts up to six independant telephone lines
Each incoming ring closes the associated relay.
Each relay has two sets of form "c" contacts.
All interface connections on screw terminals.

Call yourfavorite dealer or visit our web site forthe latest info and downloadable tech manuals!
http://www.circuitwerkes.com (352) 335-6555 \\ fax 380-0230
CurcuitWerkes 3716 SW 3rd Place - Gainesville, FL 32607
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New Products
By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Studio headphones
Audio-Technica

ATH-M30: These closed -back
headphones feature 40mm drives,
CCAWvoice coils and OFC litzwire
cables with convenient one -side
exit. The closed -back design pro-
vides isolation in high -volume lis-
tening situations. The low -profile
headphones feature a Neodymi-
um magnet structure and have a
frequency response of 20Hz to
20kHz.The lightweight and adjust-
able cushioned headband pro-

vides maximum comfort. It also features a
gold-plated stereo 'Is -inch connector with
strain relief, a screw -on Vi -inch adapter and
a sturdy. ultra -flexible 11 -foot cable.

330-686-2600; fax 330-686-0719

www.audio-technica.com; pro@atus.com

Audio logger
Broadcast Computers
Mixopia Audio Logger Pro: This logger operates on a Windows 98SE or
XP computer to archive an audio source. Once started, this audio logger
will continue recording in hour-long chunks, automatically archiving
audio into a variety of audio formats (MP3, ADPCM or uncompressed
.WAV). International users have the ability to reduce or increase the
duration archived audio is kept before being automatically deleted to
make way for new recordings. The day, hour, minute and second can be
quickly located and played back within seconds, even while the machine
is still recording. The playback clients allow the user fast access to audio
from another machine on the computer network

+44 870 78 78 686: fax +44 870 131 8311; www.hroadcast.co.uk; info@broadcast.co.uk

Aul °Piot

All-NewAutoPiVA 2
Unleash the Power!

Broadcast Transmitter
Control Software

 Control all sites from one PC
 Wizards for easy setup
 Powerful Scripting

lb 100. IF Ir
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Automatic ring -down unit
Cambridge Electronics Laboratories

Quiklink Private
Wire: This unit pro-
vides instant of f -
hook access be-
tween two telsets or
equivalents (fax,
modem) in a tiny,
hockey -puck pack-
age. It is useful for

in -studio hotlines, or temporarily in -field, for simulating a
phone line to activate remote dial -up devices and for bench
testing telecom equipment. The device is powered from a
12V wall adapter or a 24-48Vdc supply and generates its own
battery feed, ringing supply and selectable cadences. Mono-
lithically encapsulated units can stand-alone, be stacked in
a wiring cabinet or closet to conserve space or be pcb-
mounted as a single component in OEM applications. The
Quiklink Private Wire is 5/8 inch x 441 inches x 2-'/2 inches
and weighs six ounces.
617-629-2805: fax 617-623-1882; www.camblab.com; camblab@attglobal.not

QvikLi
HK

tAllr
`14

Analog -to -digital converter
Radio Systems

D-a+a-D con-
verter. Radio
System's new
analog -to -dig-
ital converter
is a broadcast

qua ity device optimize s to prove s e exibility as well as
high -quality conversion of analog and digital signals. The
D-A+A-D is a two -stereo converter that can provide simul-
taneous conversion of analog -to -digital and digital -to -
analog signals. Features include 24 -bit resolution,variable
sample rates to 96kHz, internal and external clocking,
audio sync to external clock input, auto sample -rate sens-
ing and XLR and R I-15 connectors.

856-467-8000; fax 856-467-3044

viww.rarliosystems.com; sales@radiosystems.com

...LJ 25.J

"AutoPilot 2 has not missed a
beat -- which is critical for a high
powered AM station. It's very
dependable".
Paul Reynolds, Chief Engineer

Cox Radio

"AutoPilot 2's open architecture
has really expanded our
monitoring capabilities. The
power of the scripting wizard
can't be overstated."
Jeff Kuhne, Engineer, WRPI-FM

Special Offer!!

Order now and receive
free ARC -16 5.4

firmware with your
purchase!

Firmware Features include:
 Adjustable Alarm Delays
 Adjustable Raise/Lower

Durations
 Autoload for PC Based

ARC -16 Configuration

TECHNOLOGY

Tel: 800-255-8090
Web Site: www.burk.com

Email: sales@burk.com
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Tra n scorn rporati on
- flM 6 FM Transmitters
Visit our nos internet site at www.fmamtv.com
Send your email request to: transcom@fmamtv.com

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters. Authorized Representatives for all
major equipment manufacturers. Let us send you a customized quote!

300W FM 1988 Harris FM 3(81K Solid Slate - Single Phaw
2.5KW FM 1984 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
2.5KW FM 1980 Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase
5KW FM 1992 Continental 8I5A

(,) IOKW
I5KW

FM
FM

1974
1980

Harris FMIOH/K
McMartin BFI5,(X)0

7 z 20KW FM 1981 Harris FM20K
20KW FM 1980 Harris FM2OH/K
25KW FM 1980 CSI T -25F
25KW FM 1987 Harris FM 25K -I
50KW FM 1982 Harris Combiner w/auto
Combiner Exciter -transmitter switcher

EXCITERS
BE FX30
Harris MS 15

Harris MX -I5
*New* 30 wt synthesized

5KW
5KW

7zw IOKW
AM
AM
AM

1980
1978
1982

Harris MW5A
Harris MW5
Continental 316F

IOKW AM 1986 Continental 316F
g IOKW AM 1982 Harris MW1OA

50KW AM 1982 Continental 3I 7C2F"" 50KW AM 1986 Nautel Ampfet 50 - Solid State

Potomac Ins. AA5I Audio Anyl. (new)
Moseley TRC-I5 Remote w/Hallikainen

CA = Technics SH9010 Equalizer
Cy SCA Generator (MX -I5 Module)
64 Optimod 8100A (cards 3 thru 5 only)

Ountinx Load 80kv, air cooled

P.O. Box 26744 Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454 (215-938-7304) Fax 215-938-7361

Our cliEnt list continues to grow.

(
)_)We would like to Thank -You

. for you- confidence and your
MOORETRONIX purchases.

We now have in stock, SHURE, SM-5B, wind screens.
These are from the OEM vendor and are priced at
$60.00 per set. Make the best voice over microphone,
new again!

We recondition Pacific Recorders BMX 1-11-111, AMX,
ABX and RMX mixing consoles. Let us re -work your
console's modules. Obtain that added value from a
proven winner. Quali-.y built products last and last and
last!

Check our WEB site for great buys on pre -owned
broadcast gear. All equipment is repaired, tested and
shipped with the manual.

Stretch your broadcast $S$ on quality, pre -owned
equipment... sold with a warranty.

TEL 800-300-3733 FAX 231-924-7812
WWW.MOCRETRONIX.COM

Mini Mix 8A
Proven...Affordable...

ammo  nolThlOplowilitisr

11%a -ra es s, 4.3 ga fa

800.327.6901
www.autogramcorp.com

Alit a

INTRODUCING

THE fCt irlfa 1,4e MODEL FTA-100P

AM/FM MONITOR
TRANSLATOR RECEIVER

V LATEST -GUAM AM-STEREC CIRCUITRY

V HEAVILY SHIELDED, SMT ARCHITECTURE

V HIGH SENSITIVI'Y + HIGH SELECTIVITY

/ LOW NOISE FLOOR (-8008 - ryPick)

/ REFERENCE QUALITY AUDIO FOR ACCURATE "OFF -AIR"

V "CARRIER SENSE" + ADJ. "COMPOSITE 0/P"

V UPGRADE PAN. TO NEW "FANFARE/OMEGA" TECHNOLOGY

AGILE TUNING W/8 PROGRAMN1A8LE PRESETS

V +GDP SALANCED OUTPUTS (OD8-600n)

FOR FM'S, THERE'S THE FANFARE FT -MP FM -ONLY' MONITOR

fahfaNe FM
PO 80% 455, 81.11TA10 NY 14225

716-683-5451- FA! 716-683-5421

DIY Of fAWARF flfCROMCS, (TD

1 -800 -26 -TUNER
(268-86371

Need more info? FAX, or wnte:
'pruatfi)tifanfare.cons-.
or visit our websde at
Imp: ...wfaqfurv.com

a
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

Longley-Rice over 3-D Terrain

Professional software packages for
preparing FCC applications & plotting

coverage. For Windows & NT.

 Create "real -world" coverage maps
& interference studies with Longley-
Rice, PTP, FCC, Okumura & other
models using polygon map features.

 Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV, &
LPTV channels with graphics oriented
programs and FCC databases.

 'Plot STL paths in 3-D using 3 -Arc
second terrain databases and more!

oft
I

oadkaq tonimunications Software
d Engineering Consulting

800-743-3684  www.v-soft.com

AF PARTS
COMPANY

 Broadcast  Industrial
Communications

/\

e if?

 Transistors
 Capacitors
 Rectifiers
 Modules
 Gasfets
 Coax
 Tubes

,r tom:
.000 2002

Catalog
now available

Eimac  Taylor  RFP  Svetlana
Amperex  MA/Com  Motorola

Toshiba  SGS/Thomson  Mitsubishi
Se Habla Espanol  We Export

800-737-2787
760-744-0700 800-737-2787

Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

www.rfparts.com

Radlo
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

The latest radio
technology

headlines delivered
to you via

e-mail every week.

 This Week in History
 Information from the

BE Radio calendar
 Conference and

convention schedules

The BE Radio e-mail news-
letter offers an easy -to -
read format that links to
the complete stories.

Subscribe to the
e-mail newsletter

online at
radio.com.

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

GORLIAN REDUCH LOG CO ATHENS. ONO

RWT RIAT EOM

E 1 2 3

A
4 5

Yaw..0,X
6

7 7
S

0 ;
24: ZT.11,

t ENTER

ENCODER DECODER FCC 10 LIKENS

 5 two-way RS inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 6 audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs are
transformer isolated from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels
 Now available with optional built in character generator which

can crawl alert messages and station ID on the hour

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs
 BNC fitting with 600 OHM balanced audio cut

for second transmitter

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com E-mail: jimg(a)gorman-reillich.ciiiii

°Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized

FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.
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AMMINNIMAA11...

ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

Catalog #611
August - October 2002

IMOUSER

QM-- NM dai

5

SEMICONDUCTORS

PASSIVES

INTERCONNECTS

POWER

ELECTROMECHANICAL

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS

MOUSERELECTRONICS tti
www.mouser.com (800) 346-6873

The Traffic C.O.P.
lor Wintows-

If your traffic software is being
discontinued, now is the time to take a
look at The Traffic C.O.P. for Windows.

Re

A complete, fully featured, true Windows. traffic and
billing system from order entry to log scheduling to A/R.

The intuitiveness of W ndows. Training has become
obsolete.

Runs on your computer network, exports to your
automation system.

Unexcelled Support. With any support option. NEVER
a charge for updates.

Run up to 256 stations from a single database,
separate databases or any combination.

Still the same low prices. Still the generous small
market discounts

Once you view our FREE CD Demo,
we know you will want the software.

No Obligation! See what The Traffic C.O.P.
for Windows can do for you!

Call now (800) 275-6204
www.broadcastdata.com

13115rtiAintry
&BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast

Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://www.baycountry.com
or call and we will fax it to you.

All equipment sold with a 15 day return guarantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220Ph:410-335-3136  Fax: 786-513-0812
http://www.baycountry.com  e-mail: baycountry@pcbank.net

Unlock the secret to
successful advertising
continuity is the key.
Inquire today about

frequency discounts.
(847) 487-7575

EM1925 I EM1930 I EM1936
19' MODULAR EQUIPMENT RACKS

DUTSTANIDING FEATURES

Bas,c rar w CA, Pe osed ornere s,de panels or doors are not required

Sale pares and doors are eau), installed or removed onthout the use of
tools
Doors or n be 'roomed front a rear lett or nght and can be fitted watt
locks

Mountin3 angles for equipment panels may 04 postfioned for flush or
recess rsounting at front or rear
Two or more racks may be bolted together for perfecily-abgned multiple

mstallatons

OPTIOI.AL
ACCESSORIES

Mounts,' Angles
FrontRear Door
S.de Pa nets

Top Cow,
A C Re:eptacle
Plug Mod
Cable Lamp Bar
CoOPerG,oun0 Bar
Caster(

SIZES RACK
DEPTH HEIGHT' WIDTH UNITS PRICE

EM 1945-41 251/2' 82114' 191/8' 44 $306 00
EM 1930-41 30' 82 1/4' 191/8' 44 535400
EM 1936-41 38' 821/' 191/8' 41 5510 00
'Non Standard Racks can be ordered no any night

RAM BROADCAST MANUFACTURING, INC

US www.ramsyscom corn CANADA
(705) 722-1425
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Towers
Above the Rest

Monopoles
Guyed Towers

Self -Supporting Towers
Structural Analysis
Tower Reinforcing

Since 1943, ERI has provided
excellence in engineering,

reliability in service, and years
of manufacturing integrity.
Our past experience is
your future guarantee.

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

812-925-6000 www.ERlinc.com

If lightning strikes Off your
tower are causing

evOment damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

OtatkCat system may be
recovered dieirg your first

lightning season

www.cortanacorporatton.coMBLE - RUGGED
PROTECTIONAFF0

LIGHT

provides a continuous, low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8" STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

Cortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

ECHNOLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,
Malvern, PA 19355

email:sales©studiotechnology.com
www.studiotechnokpay.com
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REMEMBER THE
CORTANA FOLDED
UNIPOLE ANTENNA?
WE STILL MAKE IT
WITH THE SAME
HIGH QUALITY
MATERIALS AND
WORKMANSHIP.
IT FEATURES...

 BROAD BANDWIDTH
for better sound,

 GROUNDED ANTENNA
for lighting & static electricity,

 ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS
in VHF & UHF antenna lines,

 BEST ANTENNA FOR
DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

ALSO

DETUNING SYSTEMS FOR
ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR AM

COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS,

POWER LINES, TANKS OR ANY METAL

STRUCTURE.

FOR INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

I g

'III 1,11, 1, If
4001 La Plata Hwy

Farmington. NM 87401
/184111)War

phone 505-327-5646 lax 505-325-1142

NANOAMP SERIES
Problem Solvers

DM200-DIGITAL MONITOR
D/AMETERHEADPHONELINE OUT

OMPACTFIELD OR STUDIODESK OR RACK MOUNT

AES/EBU Digital Input Signals
*Sample Rates 27 to 96kHz
 XLR, RCA and BNC Inputs
 Loop-thru Inputs w/switchable terminations
* Transformer Isolated Inputs
*24 Bit D/A Converter
*Headphone, Meter and Stereo Balanced
Line Outputs

UL & CE 24 VDC remote power supply

AT I
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED
Sec us at AES-Booth 52200

Dedicated to sound a 41 tCt7 itu

A11.328 W MapleAverue licrstum, PA 19044
800-959-0307.215-443-0330

Fax: 215-443-0394

hap://wwwatiguys.com
FILL DoctueAvallable Upon Request

CUSTOMIZABLE
REAL FURNITURE

STUDIO SYSTEMS BY
SPACEWISE

SYSTEMS STARTAT:,.

FUL_ DELUX As SHOWN 54395'

FULL SIZED QUALITY WOODSHOP FURNITURE!
HAF.D LAMINATED 8 BULLNOSED 1' ," COUNTERS!
EASILY CUSTOMIZED TO FIT YOUR NEEDS!
EUF:O HINGED REMOVABLE ACCESS PANELS!
PRE ASSEMBLED STURDY BASE COMPONENTS!
WOOD TRIM AND KICKS! NO PLASTIC MOLDINGS!
AVE RAGE SYSTEMS SHIP IN 5-8 COMPONENTS!
SHPPED CRATED FOR FAST. SAFE DELIVERY!

SYSTEMS STARTAT $2329, /OMR-

RADIAL AS SHOWN 54540'

"It Fds As Well Into Your Budget ...
As it Does into Your Studio"

SPACEWISE,
CALL US TODAY AT 800-775-3660

www.spacewise.corn  Info©spacewise.com

The BTSG Generation IV is Here!!
Coming from our AutoMax and ProRadio line of fine Products is the

Latest in our Family of Great Broadcast Automation Systems!

Automation Module

Satellite. Live Assist &
MOHD on one system

BTSG Systems
Phone 318.395.8410
Internet: www.btsg.com

Over 35 years of serving
Broadcasters!

=

=NM

MINIS

411114:V144.id...t.

Production Editor DJ Tracker

The Generation IV System from BTSG is all you'll ever need
for complete station audio support. li features a Recorder with
a Backup Audio database, Waveform Editor with CD Ripper &
MPEG encoding, and a DJ Tracker -.0 do all your Voice Track
sessions. The Generation IV System is available as a complete
system including all hardware for both the Air and Production
Studio. Generation IV uses Industrial Quality Rack -Mount
Pentium Computers & Broadcast Audio Cards.

Complete details on our web site at www.btsg.com

Systems starting at $4995 * Software only at $1395
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SAMCO ANTENNAS, IN(
RUGGED -RELIABLE

AND REPAIRABLE
REMOTE BROADCAST ANTENNAS

SAM -460 (450/470 MHz)
SAM -160 ( 161.70, 170.15,

153.11 MHz)
CALL YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR SAMCO

(817)-336-4351
www.samcoantennas.com

email:samyagi@flash.net

POWER TUBE & CAPACITOR SALE
$2750.00

4LX35.000D (USED) $2500 00
$2500 009019NC130

4CW150.000E

GE GL -35391

JENNINGSCAPACITORS

510.000 00

$500 00

CVCJ-1000-3S (7-1000PF 3KV) 6500.00
CVCD-1000-3N794 (10- 1000PF 3KV) $650.00
CVCD-2000-5S (20-2000PF 5KV) $650.00
CVDD-300-7 5N611 (10-300PF 7.5KV) $500.00
CVDD-500-7 5S (20-500PF 7.5KV) $.500.00
CVEC-4000-10N764(100-4000PF 10KV) $1000.00
CVEP-1500-20N789 (100-1500PF 20KV) $1,950.00
CVHP-650-45S (30-650PF 45KV USED) $1000.00

FIXED

CVT1-216-0120(216PF 20KV) $450.00
CVT2-44-0135(44PF 35KV) $750.00
CTV2-122-0135(122PF 35KV) $750.00
CTV2-160-0135(160PF 35KV) $750.00
CVT2-41-0150(41PF 50KV USED) $500.00
CTV2-160-0150(160PF 50KV) $1000.00
CFED-150-20S(150PF 20KV) $450.00
CFHG-16.3-30N782(16.3PF 30KV) $500.00

VACUUM SWITCH
RF23432654IN 0 AIR OPERATED) RP233X4515004M00(26 5VDCI

ACE ELECTRONIC PARTS 3210 ANTOINE DR. HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092
PH 713-688-8114FAX 713-688-7167  www.ace4parts.com  craig ace4parts.com

Nexus Broadcast
Quality Equipment, Low Price
Frequency Agile - Digitally Synthesized
Temperature & VSWR Protected
120 - 220 volts - Front Panel Controls
Stereo Generator/Processor (Optional)
One Year Parts & Labor Warranty
20 W Exciter $850 100 W Exciter $1795
250 W Exciter $2995 100 W Amp. $ 995
250 W Amp. $1795 500 W Amp. $3955
1KW Transmitter $5995 1KW Amp. $5495

Order Toll Free 800-219-7461
www.nexusbroadcast cor
P.O. Box 433 - Mt. Vernon, TX 75457

AM
Ground

Systems
Reliable, On -Time Installation

Quality Workmanship
Ground System Construction,

Evaluation & Repair

www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999

AUDIOARTS
Broadcast Equipment
Customized Automation Systems
Complete Systems Integration drown
Quality Pre -Owned Equipment
Pre -Wiring Packages
Complete Engineering Services

Your Ultimate Solution.

Lightner Electronics
(814) 239-8323
Toll Free: 866-239-3888

cr`

T

www.LightnerElectronics.com
R oti

P

EZ RAZE ANTENNA MAST

Knocked Down Height: 4 ft.
Erectable Height: 10 to 40 ft.
Weight: 58 lbs.

EZ setup: one man - 5 minutes.
Adjustable tripod allows rapid
deployment on level or uneven
terrain, roof tops, or stairways.

This ruggedly dependable, easily
transportable, Omni Directional
Mast is currently being used by
the United States Armed Forces.
Great for disaster preparedness.

Old Stone Inc.
800.538.4977 or 434.685.2925
www.antennamast.com
Visa. MasterCard. and American Express accepted
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40 Marketplace
Section

for ad rates

Call Jennifer Shafer
at

800-896-9939

email: jshafer@primediabusiness

FM FREQUENCY SEARCH - $250

FCC FM APPLICATIONS - $1350

Amendments & Upgrades

Field Work Site Construction

New Allotments Petitions

Duopoloy Studies Maps

BC Consulting
pi:M-219-746111

w.mbcradio.org engineer@mbcradio.org

www.beradio.com

Radfo Classified

View an online
product demo

whenever you see
this logo.

Raiff°
Jennifer Shafer
1-800-896-9939

Classified Advertising Manager

Professional Services

Structural Analysis

rJ
Electronics Research. Inc

7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610

(812) 925-6000
www. ERhnc corn

E-c411

STRUCTURAL.
ANALYSIS

1121Inzwyorat.
1413

4006

..1 BELT LINE

.z. SUITE 160

ADDISON

 roas
e 75001

972/6615222
wenw ttit tom

Russ BERGER DESIGN GROUP

ROPING AND BROenfiST EMMY DESIGN

ARC411011/11411PiCRS I OR ACCIUSDCAL SPACES

 ROOM ACOUSTIC AND SOUND 60tAT61

NOISE AND VIBRATION CO*.

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates. Inc.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinces61604

(309)673-7511
FAX (309)673-8128

Member AFCCE

Applied Wireless. Inc
. providing oftions

PO Box 926
A New Market, MD 217/4

Appliedwireiec, Id.: 301 865 1011
'''''' Na.: 301 865 4422

Kevin McNamara kevinmcetaphedweelessinc
President 6 CEO www applte4rerelessinc cc

JOHN H. BATTISON P.E.
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER,
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork
2684 State Route 60 RD "1

Loudonville, OH 44842
419-994-3849 FAX 419-994-5419

For Sale

AcousticsFirst
Number 888.765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Publications

WWW.RADIOSHOPPER.COM

New & Used Equipment
Engineering & Web Links
Publications & Catalogs

Parts & Services

3

co
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Sales Offices
NATIONAL SALES DIRECTOR
Steven Bell

Awlme
Overland Park, KS 66212-2215
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
Fax: (913) 967-7249
E-mail: sbell@primediabusiness.com

EUROPE/UK
Richard Woolley
P.O. Box 250
Banbury, Oxon (Air; 5YJ
Telephone: +44 1295 278 407
Fax: +44 1295 278 408
E-mail richarima Qcompuserve.cum

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Jennifer Shafer

out)) -,lit,-9939
(913)967-1732
Fax: (913) 967-1735
E-mail: jshafer@primediabusiness.com

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Marie Brigand. Matlisties
Teleplume: (203) 778-8700 x146
Fax (203) 7784839

primedia@statlistics.com

EDITORIAL REPRINTS
Wright's Reprints
telephone: (877) 652-5295, ext. 106
E-mail: eramsey@wrightsreprints.com

Contributor Pro -file
Meet the professionals who write for BE Radio.

This month: Trends in Technology. page 26.

Mitch Todd
Production Manager,
music division
Sirius Satellite Radio
New York

From 1976 to 1985Todd
was an on -air personali-
ty/producer in Roanoke,
VA, and Atlanta, all the
while keeping his hand

in music production. In 1986 Mitch transitioned
from air personality to production director in
Atlanta. From 1987 to 2000 he worked in San
Antonio, San lose, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleve-
land and Detroit.

He has been with Sirius Satellite Radio in New
York since 2000. Todd is a member of AFTRA and
still does voiceovers for radio and television.

IRadfo
Written by radio professionals
Written for radio professionals

Rad!
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

A PRIMEDIA
Publication

www.heradio.com
beradlovprImediabusiness.com

Editor - Chriss Scherer, CSRE, cschererieprimediabusiness.com
Technical Editor, RF - John Battison. P.E., batcom4kbaghtnet
Associate Editor- Kafi 'Taylor, ktaylor@primediabusiness.com
Sr. Art Director - Michael J. Knust, mknustleprimediabusinesscom
Assoc. Art Director - Robin Morsbach, rmorsbach@primediabusiness.com

Technical Consultants - Harry C. Martin. Legal
Kevin McNamara, CNE Computers and Networks
Mark Krieger, CBT, Contract Engineering
Russ Berger, Broadcast Acoustics
Donald L Markley, P.E, Transmission Facilities
Yasmin Hashmi, International Corespondent
Stella Plumbridge, European Corespondent

Vice President - Peter May, prnay@primediabusiness.com
Publisher - Dennis Triola. dtriola@primediabusinesscom
Marketing Director - Chrstina Heil. cheil@primediabusinesscorn
Vice President, Production - Thomas Fogarty, tlogaaytiprimediabusinesscorn
Sr. Director of Production - Curt Prodes, cpordes@pritnediabusMesscom
Group Production Manager - Charlie Rosenthal, crosenthal*Nimediabusinesscom
Ad Production Coordinator - Natasha Franz. dranztoprimediabusinesscom
Classified Ad Coordinator - Mary Mitchell, mmitchell@primediabusiness.com
VP, Audience Marketing Development - Christine Oldenbrook,

coldentorx)/gdpri mediabusiness. corn
Audience Marketing Director - Wendy Liskey. taliskey@primediabusiness.com
Sr. Audience Marketing Manager -Gayle Grooms, ggrooms@pritnediabusiness.com
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C By Kari Taylor, associate editor

Do you remember?
In 1977 the Centurion I and II consoles

from Cetec Broadcast Group advertised
that they were able to handle 12 m xers

with extender panels to accommodate 24
mixers. Each mixer offered push-button

Sample and Hold
A look at the technology shaping radio

Consumer intent to buy a stereo
within the next year

 Total interested

 Interested in a digital radio

Total survey: 1,500 consumers

Source: The Yankee Group Digital Radio Survey, 2001
www.yankeegroup.com

Shaping radio today and tomorrow

selectivity from three aud io sources. Mono or stereo mixer
modules were interchangeable.
The console included remote machine start and stop,

and modules could also be turned on and off remotely.
Noiseless, optically isolated switching helped provide
reliability and a motherboard and ground plane printed-

circuit techniques helped to eliminate cross talk.
At the time, Cetec offered twelve consoles and as many

as 24 mixers.

That was then
Virtually all radio programs in radio's early days were

performed live. Reference recordings were occasion-
ally made, but the materials used were regularly recy-
cled for later recording. During the metal shortage of
World War II,shows were transcribed onto fragile glass -

based discs, many of which are now unplayable if they can
be found at all.

This nhcito is cif a lathe tiger] by WIW Cincinnati fnr
archiving live programming.The lacquer masters were still
fragile and susceptible to damage from heat and humidity.

The first lathe was introduced in 1917 by Scully. Radio
stations continued to use lathes through the first half of the
20th century. In time,magnetic tape replaced the lathe as the
preferred method of recording and storing audio.
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Introducing our NEW flagship radio console:
the D-8000 Digital On -Air Board

4i1;440,

.4410P
4/01'

00010'
411114

410,

4110
When it comes to digital, EXPERIENCE COUNTS

WHEATSTONE'S TRADITIONAL CONTROL INTERFACE gets your
operators up and running in minutes - not days.

THE D-8000 HAS IT ALL:
 UNIVERSAL INPUT MODULES accept analog or

digital signals-no upgrades required
 WHEATSTONE'S EXCLUSIVE BUS -MINUS® g-ves you

al individual MXM feed (w/talkback interrupt)
from every Bus -Minus(") input module

 ALL INPUT CHANNELS have alphanumeric source
displays above each fader

 BUILT-IN SERIAL COMMUNICATION interfaces with
WHEATSTONE BRIDGE network router and many
automation systems

 CHOICE OF MASTER CLOCK RATES: 32, 44.1, 48KHz
or external reference

PRODUCTION VERSION ADDS:
 PROGRAMMABLE SENDS: every input generates

two aux senJs; each selectable pre/post-fader
and pre/post-on/off

 INDIVIDUAL CHANNEL DSP: each input has its
own four -band ECG HPF, compresso--limiter,
ducking aria digital level trim

 EVENT RECALL: up to 99 preset snapshots of all
channel settings

THE WHEATSTONE D-8000
Digital that WORKS!

VW') G) e_f-CCDr)
to! 252-638-7000/sols@wheatsione.corn / vvww. wheotstona.corn

copyright 0 2002 by Wheatstone corporation



ONE INTERCONNECT DOES IT ALL!
THAT'S RIGHT- ONE DUPLEX FIBEROPTIC LINK OR A SINGLE CAT -5 WIRE = 64 channels

of simultaneous bi-directional digital audio, intercage communication, logic signals, X -Y
controller commands, plus auxiliary RS -232 data streams. This single interconnect
between .your studio and central rackroom can save you thousands - if not TENS of
thousands-of feet of wire in a typical installation!

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE DIGITAL AUDIO NETWORK ROUTER can start small with a
single cage and only a few cards, or fully populated units can be stacked to form
larger systems. Wheatstone's STAR TOPOLOGY ARCHITECTURE lets you connect multiple
locations to your central rack rocm, providing shared resources for all yet still permitting
independently functioning studios, each with its own combination of plug-in modules
specifically suited for a select set of gear.

SIGNALS ARE ROUTED entirely in the digital domain.
sample rate converters on each input, freeing you from -

sample rates throughout your facility. A family of plug-in
makes installation easy, lettin,c. you mix varied signal
standards all within the same ccge. WHEATSTONE'S intuitive
setup software handles system configuration, matrix selection
sets. All systems interface directly with Wheatstone consoles for seamless
source selection and display.

THE BRIDGE

All AES cards have
% worry about varying

.1/416 connector modules
technologies and

14,00001 graphic based

DIGITAL AUDIO

NETWORK ROUTER

tel 252-638-7000/scthaswheatstone.c (Dm /www.whecitstonfa.c.orr

and salvo ore -
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